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Preface and
Acknowledgments
The Biosafety Institute for Genetically Modified
Agricultural Products (BIGMAP) at Iowa State University
was formed in 2003 to provide public sector support and
expertise for the objective assessment of risks and benefits
associated with modern innovations in agricultural
biotechnology. The BIGMAP inaugural project involves
assessment of exposure and consequent risk arising from
confined field release of corn expressing plant-manufactured
pharmaceutical (PMP) or plant-manufactured industrial
(PMI) compounds. Although such innovations hold great
promise for humankind and the environment, there
remains some degree of uncertainty regarding unintended
releases into the environment or unintended presence in
food or feed. Current regulatory standards for field-confined
corn production are designed to achieve zero tolerance
for unintended presence of pharmaceutical or industrial
compounds. For a natural biological process such as gene
flow, zero tolerance is not always achievable. Just how
stringent are the current confinement conditions that are
imposed on this technology? BIGMAP is addressing this
question through a comprehensive exposure assessment
exercise. The exercise estimates probable levels of unintended
exposure from pharmaceutical or industrial compounds
when PMP or PMI corn is managed to achieve high
standards of confinement. We hope that the outcome
of this exercise will provide methodologies for deciding
which combinations of technology and risk are appropriate
for production where contamination of other corn is
possible. We expect that it will be possible to use
the methodology developed to do risk assessment for
categories of PMP and PMI compounds and to provide
justification for differential treatment of these categories.

The consequences of loss of PMPs and PMIs may go
beyond science-based considerations of human and
ecological health to additionally encompass broader
sociopolitical, religious, and cultural concerns. Broader
sociopolitical concerns may include discussion of the
forms of political participation in regulation, provisions
for transparency of the regulatory process, and provisions
for oversight of the regulatory process. However, it is not
in the scope of this document to address issues that go
beyond safety.
The focus of this report, and the other BIGMAP
confinement exercises, is to describe exposure in detail.
Exposure may occur if confinement management practices
prove insufficient to restrict unintended movement of
PMP or PMI traits, and represents only one component
of risk. Risk is the consequence of the exposure that may
occur. Depending on the nature of a particular PMP or
PMI trait, the risk could be associated with human health
or the environment. Risk also could relate to economic
injury if markets rejected products from regions where
exposure was observed or thought to have occurred.
Ultimately, risk-based scientific information on exposure
and its consequences must be integrated by policy
planners with considerations of the potential benefits
of the technology, such as the importance of low-cost
production systems for low-income groups and for
orphan drugs; the importance of efficiency in the conservation
of natural resources; and other broad issues that play a
role in decisions relating to PMP and PMI regulation.
BIGMAP scientists feel that society will be well served
by a thorough understanding of the technical issues
associated with PMP or PMI loss through quantification
of exposure and the risk resulting from loss.

A necessary first step in the project that BIGMAP
scientists have undertaken is the development of a set
of reliable, relevant, and representative good practice
standards for levels of confinement that are consistent
with current regulatory expectations. This description
of BIGMAP good practices was developed by a diverse
team of experts from within the university community
who have offered their unique talents and expertise
to develop consensus good practices for the confined
field production of corn expressing pharmaceutical
or industrial compounds. We thank the following
individuals for their contributions to this exercise:

FIGURE 1: BIGMAP PMP AND PMI CORN OBJECTIVES

Bruce Babcock (meteorology)
Alicia Carriquiry (statistics)
Joseph Cortes (process management)
Karin Doorman (statistics)
Dermot Hayes (public perception, economics)
Adelaida Harries (regulations)
Charlie Hurburgh (grain harvesting and distribution)
Scott Hurd (risk assessment)
Larry Johnson (processing)
Kendall Lamkey (genetics)
Bob Peterson (risk assessment)
Kan Wang (plant transformation)
Mark Westgate (pollen flow, agronomics)

5) Suggest confinement procedures tailored to fit
classes of substances.

1) Differentiate unintended presence issues in seed from
those in grain;
2) Develop quantitative information describing outflows to
grain and seed;
3) Categorize active substances based on the hazard that
they present,
4) Describe risk for categories of substances; and

We thank Melissa Swanson for her contribution
to the flowcharts.
In addition, we thank the following reviewers,
not directly associated with BIGMAP:
Gregory Jaffe, Center for Science in Public Interest
Neil Hoffman, USDA–APHIS–BRS
William Horan, Horan Bros. Ag Enterprises
Thomas Nickson, Monsanto
Daryl Rolland
Although we highly valued the suggestions made by these
individuals, the final product cannot conform entirely to
their suggestions, and we assume responsibility for all
positions taken.
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Summary
The development and use of corn as a vehicle for the
production of plant-manufactured pharmaceutical (PMP)
and plant-manufactured industrial (PMI) compounds
require management of loss of genetic material. Loss
can lead to the presence of corn grain expressing these
products in some foods or feeds. It is our expectation
that corn containing PMP or PMI compounds will be a
regulated product to ensure that growth of PMP and PMI
plants will be conducted under responsible stewardship to
mitigate the loss of seeds, plants, or pollen that could lead
to harm to people or the environment.

This report includes 1) a description of key rationale
behind design of these good practices; 2) flowcharts that
schematically illustrate how these good practices occur as
integrated sequences of management activities that have
implications to materials fate in the PMP or PMI corn
production system; and 3) a hierarchical outline of major
processes, subprocesses, and actions that have a bearing on
material flows occurring in the production system.

The overall objective of the BIGMAP confinement activity
is to describe exposure from PMPs and PMIs in detail. In
this document, BIGMAP scientists begin this process by
developing a set of reliable, relevant, and representative
good practice standards for levels of confinement that
are consistent with current technology and regulatory
expectations. In other studies, BIGMAP scientists are
evaluating the levels of exposure achieved when this basis
is used and stringent confinement conditions are met or
not met. Future studies can then use the models that
result from the exposure studies to test whether the
procedural assumptions presented here are optimal
within the scope of current technology.

The initial steps in the PMP and PMI development
process are contained within laboratories and greenhouses
where the first generations of recombinant cells and plants
are grown while researchers conduct preliminary selection
and gather the information necessary for field release
applications. Containment is a key characteristic of the
laboratory and greenhouse processes.

Through flowcharts, we describe good practices for
achieving containment and confinement of PMP or
PMI corn in keeping with current expectations of U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and other federal
authorities. In specifying these practices, we have made
certain assumptions about which technologies are currently
available to the industry and implicit assumptions about
appropriate procedures. The future potential for alternative
technologies is relevant to the discussion of policies but
goes beyond the objectives of this report.

LABORATORY AND GREENHOUSE PROCESSES

In addition to containment, laboratory and greenhouse
operations are characterized by the possibility of coexistence
of different traits (characterized by the compound to be
produced), vectors (characterized by the genetic sequence
to be inserted), and events (characterized by derivation
from DNA incorporation on a specific occasion). This
report focuses on managing early stages of development
to avoid the possibility of the wrong trait or event being
planted in the field. The regulated, confined nature of
field production limits the impact of misidentification,
but we leave open the possibility that future regulation
and confinement conditions might differ in ways that
are dependent on hazard. In this possible situation,
misidentification could lead to inappropriate handling,
and our models allow for consideration of this possibility.

The conditions for correct identification of traits depend
on record keeping of the type required to meet the Good
Laboratory Practice (GLP) standards of the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) or the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The flowcharts for laboratory
and greenhouse procedures presented here are examples
of the sound protocols required under GLP. Such
protocols are the basis for avoiding mislabeling of
cultures and plants, and they rely heavily on labels
and location records.
In addition to label and location, the development and
use of tests based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
provide a third secure means to verify identity and
confirm a plant’s source. We assume that event-specific
PCR tests would be developed before conducting field
tests with PMPs or PMIs to provide a means of
monitoring and mitigating losses.
Misidentification of events is the main PMP and PMI
concern associated with laboratory and greenhouse
containment. It can lead to commingling or unintended
crossing. The National Institutes of Health Guidelines
for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules,
institutional biosafety committees, and GLP provide
models for the appropriate framework for safe containment
and establishing trait identity chains. The flowcharts
describe steps that ensure correct identification of genetic
material to be planted in the field that can be used to
develop models to quantify the possibility of risk resulting
from mislabeling.

NURSERY PROCESSES
Field trials can be classified by size. Larger trials are
used to produce seed, material for development work
(procedural, analytical, pre-clinical and clinical trials),
and commercial quantities. These larger trials use
distance offsets as the primary confinement mechanism.
In contrast, smaller, research-oriented trials achieve
confinement by using methods in which the floral structures
are either bagged or removed; pollination occurs by hand;
and pollen is not allowed to disperse into the air. These
two scenarios lead to significantly different probabilities
of pollen escape from trials.
PMP and PMI research nurseries may contain several
transformation events, and these events can be associated

with varying degrees of hazard. Nurseries and research
inventory systems that manage the seed used and
produced in them are subject to the possibility of
misidentification of events and lines, as well as genetic
outflow of pollen, seed, and plant materials.
It seems prudent to classify the risk that nurseries pose
based on the hazard associated with that event of greatest
concern in each nursery. Nurseries containing hazardous
events probably pose greater concern than field production
of less hazardous events, even when the area of the field
production is much larger.
Conventional corn research nurseries are managed with
procedures that minimize the chance of error in the
identification of lines. These procedures provide redundant
systems for identification that allows the detection and
correction of errors as they occur. Event-specific PCR
checks allow for the specific identification of events in
lines, especially when they are released from research
nurseries to be used in foundation seed, seed, and field
production. Such checks also can test for the nonpresence
of events that are not intended for release for larger
production. These latter tests are especially important
before lines move into larger scale trials with open pollination.
Nursery information systems typically manage records
about plants in the nursery and seed in storage. The
nursery information management system links the plant
in the field with a source of seed in a seed storage facility
or a container in storage to the row where it was grown.
The information system reduces error in the records about
plants in the field and seed in the inventory by including
both kinds of information.
The pollen isolation procedures that have been approved
by Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)
for corn nursery are the same as for all PMP production:
At any time during the field test when PMP plants are
allowed to shed pollen, ensure that no other receptive corn
plants are grown within a radius of 1.0 mi (1.6 km) of the
transgenic plants.
Where pollination of PMP plants is controlled, ensure
that transgenic corn is planted not less than 28 days
before or 28 days after the planting dates of any other
corn that is growing within a zone extending from 0.5
to 1 mi (0.8 to 1.6 km) of the transgenic plants to ensure
that there is no overlap in anthesis.
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There are no other restrictions on corn that is grown
at more than 1 mi (>1.6. km) from the transgenic
plants. These standards have been established using well
documented information about pollen number, pollen
size, duration of pollen shed, viability, and dispersion.
For nurseries, it is possible to envision additional means
beyond pollination control and isolation by which outcrossing
can be further mitigated if warranted by the degree of
hazard present:
• In hand-pollinated nurseries, internal non-PMP or -PMI
border plantings may act as barriers and diminish the
concentration of PMP and PMI pollen from the source.
• Reduction in the number of transgenic PMP plants
within the trial may diminish the concentration of
PMP and PMI pollen at the source.
• Reduction in the proportion of transgenic plants in the
nursery may diminish the concentration of PMP and
PMI pollen at the source.
• Active daily surveillance by trained personnel of a field
during flowering may be used to ensure pollen control.
• More comprehensive standard operating procedures to
minimize potential loss of pollen, plants, or seeds from
containment than could be implemented for larger fields.
Such nursery procedures reflect the scientifically documented
influence of the size of the source and borders on the rate
of outcrossing in corn. Various levels of size, isolation,
borders, and pollen control can be combined to achieve
a given goal for corn pollen confinement.
A large research nursery may require thousands of hand
pollinations and each activity introduces some possibility
of error. The work may involve dozens of technicians, so
the frequency of human error requires special emphasis.
Field production procedures, especially those using sterile
females and nontransgenic males, are inherently simpler
and therefore are less prone to human error.
In PMP or PMI nurseries that contain events of uncertain
hazard, isolation from nurseries with unregulated corn and
from research and foundation seed stocks of unregulated
corn can be an especially important consideration.
Nurseries have a potential for special complexity due to
the number and variation of hazard level of the PMP and
PMI traits involved and the complexity of the operations
that are performed. Our descriptions of the systems
involved allow for consideration of particular management
needed to accommodate confinement for nurseries.

LARGER SCALE PRODUCTION
The typical characteristics of the larger scale PMP or PMI
production systems are that pollination is not conducted
by hand, only a single trait is present, and harvest operations
are conducted mechanically. Process flows for larger scale
trials and seed production are grouped with field production
systems because of their similarity.
Our approach to the field production of PMPs and PMIs
is based on foundation seed production practice in the
corn seed industry. We have suggested modifications of
this practice to account for the special process and material
control that may be needed for PMPs and PMIs in corn.
As in other parts of the study, the existing USDA standards
for confinement were considered the appropriate baseline,
and the practices are intended to achieve confinement
equivalent to this standard. No assertion is made that
these process descriptions are optimal; however, they
are a reasonable base for considerations of managing for
confinement integrity.
The geographic scale of field production means that
individuals or small groups carry out operations away
from supervision. The human aspect of management is
more important in field production than in the laboratory,
greenhouse, or nursery. Therefore, documentation of
activities, responsibilities, accountability, and training are
import aspects of the processes we describe.
We envision field production of the product will be
carried out with sterile female plants, pollinated by
fertile non-PMP or -PMI corn. Sterility can be achieved
genetically through the use of cytoplasmic male sterility,
mechanically by removal of the tassels of the female
plants before flowering, or both. For this field production
scenario, pollen released may be even lower than in the
nursery where some pollen enters the air when pollen is
applied to the female plants by hand.
The procedures involved in large, open-pollinated trials,
seed production, and commercial PMP or PMI production
are very similar. However, PMP or PMI pollen movement
may vary based on the degree of pollen management that
is implemented; therefore, location and isolation policy
will be different for production using male sterile or detasseled
trait plants compared with the pollen-shedding male plants.
In certain situations, the most effective management may
be to exclude open-pollinated production from areas

where large amounts of corn production, foundation seed
production, or corn research is conducted for the food
and feed system, but this need not be an a priori aspect
of all PMP and PMI production schemes.
Production of grain for processing can be on either inbred
or hybrid female parents. Production on inbred females
with the PMP or PMI event simplifies seed production
and limits the number of foundation seed isolations with
open-pollinating PMP or PMI males, but it also increases
the area that would be required to produce a given
amount of PMP or PMI product by 30 to 50%.
The use of mechanical equipment for the harvest of PMP
or PMI seed or grain provides a potential source of loss.
We focus here on equipment selection, preparation, and
management activities that limit potential for operational
losses of seed or grain.
Most of the issues relevant to confined production of
plant-manufactured pharmaceutical and industrial
compounds have analogous issues in foundation seed
production: isolation, field shape and placement, avoidance
of loss, sampling issues, rigid quality control, record keeping
for processes and materials, and post harvest verification
of genotype. Individuals who are familiar with foundation
seed production have an immediate grasp of the issues
that impact the ability to maintain confinement in field
production of PMPs and PMIs. The employment of staff
members with experience in the production of foundation
seed is one way to facilitate the preparation of the staff
members. Although the production of foundation seed
provides a model for production of PMPs and PMIs, the
existence of this model does not imply that there are no
new issues or different answers to old problems.

CONCLUSION
Formalized risk assessment makes science-based
characterization of risk possible. This assessment can
subsequently be integrated with broader societal concerns
in policy formulation considering both the risks and
benefits of the technology.
Although PMP and PMI production in corn is new, existing
technology for corn research nurseries and foundation
corn production provides a basis for the development
of good practices for PMP and PMI production. The
flowcharts of good practices provided in this document
are developed from this base.
Establishment of practice standards allows for evaluation
of process integrity through quantitative exposure assessment.
Quantitative exposure assessment recognizes that for
each activity there are various likelihoods of procedural
conformity and nonconformity. For conformity and
nonconformity, there are distributions of possible outcomes.
Working through the flowchart, we can model all the
process and calculate probabilities of the various system
final outcome states. If we can value the various possible
outcomes, then we can calculate the cost for effective
confinement of a PMP or PMI production system. The
models also can be used to evaluate the impact of changes
in processes on the performance of the system as a whole.

The existence of duplicate or multiple checks on system
activities is important throughout the PMP or PMI
production system. All of the possible checks are not shown
in our process analysis. For example, the USDA-APHIS
notice for PMP and PMI production provides for the
possibility of inspections at preplanting stage, planting
stage, midseason, harvest, postharvest, or other times
(USDA, 2003a,b). Although the importance of these
audits is recognized in our overall flow descriptions, they
are not explicitly indicated in the flow diagrams, because
their nature and timing are in the purview of APHIS and
not the PMP producer.
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Introduction
It is our expectation that corn that containing PMPs
or PMIs will remain a regulated product. It will not
be available for sale to farmers or the general public.
Production will be conducted by trained specialists. We
support this regulation and the accompanying oversight.
This report does not address the specific nature of regulation
and oversight, although these topics might be the object
of future study by BIGMAP researchers.
The development and use of corn in the production of
PMPs and PMIs are complicated by the possibility for
loss of genetic material, leading to the presence of grain
expressing these products in foods or feeds. Pollination
of corn outside the production area or grain loss from
the production system could lead to the unintended
presence of pharmaceutical and industrial compounds
in food, feed, or the environment. The consequences of
such unintended presence have not as yet been clarified
in terms of their potential impact on human, animal, and
environmental safety (National Research Council, 2004).
Public acceptance of this technology is currently uneven,
and there could be additional large negative economic
consequences for unintended occurrence of pharmaceutical or industrial compounds in foods. In recognition of
these concerns, the USDA has imposed conditions on the
confinement for field testing of PMPs and PMIs (USDA,
2003a,b). These conditions are intended to prevent the
unintended presence of PMP and PMI products in foods
or feeds. The conditions are especially stringent and
effectively limit the potential for these crops to be grown
in the field in the major corn production regions of the
United States.
In this report, we describe good practices for achieving
confinement of PMP or PMI corn in keeping with current
expectations of the USDA. BIGMAP scientists will use
these practices in evaluating the levels of exposure

achieved when stringent confinement conditions are
met as well as when actions fail to conform to these
conditions. In specifying these practices, we have made
certain assumptions about which technologies are currently
available to the industry and implicit assumptions about
appropriate procedures. Future BIGMAP studies will test
whether our assumptions are optimal within the scope of
currently technology.

CAUTIONS CONCERNING EXPOSURE SCENARIOS
FOR PMPS AND PMIS
The caution implied in the procedures presented here does
not imply that the levels of caution will be appropriate for
all PMPs or PMIs.
A class of highly toxic compounds is defined by the
National Institutes Health (NIH) guidelines (NIH, 2002)
in Section III-B-1: Experiments Involving the Cloning of
Toxin Molecules with LD50 of Less than 100 Nanograms
per Kilogram Body Weight. Procedures developed for this
class of highly toxic substances would be very different
from those appropriate for other toxic substances. We do
not expect that the highly toxic substances in this class
will be produced in plant systems outside containment
facilities. The implications of risk in such systems are
not discussed in this report. One additional reason for not
discussing such systems is that knowledge of the procedures
could conceivably be used for the production of toxins for
use in terrorist acts.
As a description of current practice, it is within our scope
to cover all possible future technology.

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
The most notable future technologies may be the
transformation of chloroplasts or other organelles
transmitted through the female line and facultative
promoters under the control of chemical triggers. Both
technologies would reduce the risk associated with
pollen control. They would reduce the risk associated
with seed production. For controllable promoters, it
might be possible to remove the risk associated with
isolation. In both technologies, the change in technology
radically changes the risk profile of the operations and
would necessitate separate analysis.
Genetic markers could be added to the lines as a
visual means to trace outcrossing. Markers could,
in theory, be added to the vector to facilitate the
confinement process. For example, color markers
might aid in the observation of escape from confinement.
The ideal marker would be observable in endosperm,
aleurone, or germ so that seed resulting from pollination
colored. The objective of the specific tissue expression
would make this task difficult. Because of the difficulty,
we do not assume that such markers will be available
in the management process.
Natural or genetically independent transgenic colors
with the appropriate tissue-specific expression could
be used. The color would simply be incorporated into
the recurrent parent before the backcrossing started.
Genetic colors would have the advantage making
outcrossing visible. Use of naturally occurring colors
has some drawbacks. The natural choice is purple
aleurone and endosperm. These colors occur in normal
corn through disease and mutation at levels high
enough to confuse the system. Any adjacent blue corn
would certainly confuse the system. Although some
advantages exist and some natural genes with the
appropriate tissue specificity exist, genetic colors with
expression in the appropriate tissues are not assumed
to be part of the current technology.
The possible existence of alternative technologies is
relevant to the discussion of policies but goes beyond
the objectives of this report.

The examples developed here assume that corn grain is
the primary product of the PMP or PMI production
system. Some modification would be required if the
primary product is plant material that would need to
be transported in volume.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
Growth of PMP and PMI plants must be conducted
under responsible stewardship to mitigate the loss of seeds,
plants, or pollen that could lead to harm to people or the
environment. Mitigation means reducing the probability
of loss to levels that make it so unlikely to occur that the
residual risk is acceptable within the policy developed on
the basis of risk assessment. Prevention of loss is a goal,
but risk analysis assumes that there is some probability
that it will not be achieved.
At a very general level, mitigation measures for the
laboratory, greenhouse, and confined production include
the following:
• adequate identification, packaging, and segregation
measures during transit and at the receiving facilities to
prevent or minimize mixing, spillage, and dissemination
of viable plant material, including the flow of fertile
transgenic pollen to sexually compatible plants;
• both physical and biological methods to minimize
the flow of fertile transgenic pollen to other sexually
compatible plants within the contained facility or to
such plants on the outside; and
• devitalization or disposal of transgenic plant material by
means that block dissemination when such material is
no longer in use.
Through the use of flowcharts, we describe the means
of implementing these general mitigation measures
through physical containment procedures in the laboratory
and greenhouse and through physical and biological
confinement procedures for field breeding operations
and field production.
Implementation of production procedures requires
management interventions beyond those that we can
depict in the flowcharts as training and inspection, and
control points. Manager-employee and internal team
relationships impact performance in ways which are difficult
to foresee and document. Although for the purposes of
this research we may accept such management variation
as part of the random environment in which processes
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take place, we suggest that in practice management should
take all the appropriate human factors into account.
Records for critical tasks should document who has performed
actions so that responsibility in the chain of material flows
is known so that management can apply the appropriate
rewards and punishments for correctly or incorrectly
completed actions; but more importantly, management
should be involved before actions take place to ensure
that the right person is performing the task at a time
when that person is ready for the task. Readiness includes
not only training and capabilities but also the proper
emotional state to focus on the action.

This report focuses on processes associated with a field
that is the source of outflows of pollen, grain, or plant
material. This is a necessary first exploration for
BIGMAP, in order to further develop the nature of
exposure associated with various categories of fields that
receive these outflows. In the future, BIGMAP researchers
hope to develop models that quantify risks associated with
outflows to specific kinds of fields, including seed fields.
There are currently no specific laws on contamination of
foundation seed. Future studies will discuss different or
additional regulation concerning the unintended presence
of PMPs and PMIs in seed.

DEFINITION OF CONTAMINATION

This act provides a narrow definition of contamination
and illustrates the concept that low-level, unintended
presence is not necessarily contamination. The Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (Subchapter IV Food,
Sec. 342, Adulterated Food) states the following:

Before discussing outflows to seed stocks, it is useful
to discuss the definition of “contamination.” Contamination
can have narrow or broad definitions, but it carries the
connotation of negative consequences for the presence
of a certain substance. If there are no negative
consequences for this substance, the word “presence”
may be more appropriate. Where the presence is not
due to intentional acts and it is uncertain whether
there are negative consequences, then “unintended
presence” is a better choice.
Because negative consequences are nearly always a
function of dosage or quantity, use of the descriptor
contamination for low levels may not be directly appropriate.
However, subjective reaction allows negative consequences
even in the absence of substantive damage to health
or the environment. If the substance has a bad image,
presence at physically inconsequential levels my produce
adverse reactions such as revulsion and avoidance,
which are a real problem to the owner of the product
with the substance in it. Society’s tolerance varies
depending on the issue. For example, generally our
reaction to rat feces as food is very negative. Despite
this sensitivity, there is a tolerance for rat feces in some
foods, and the public generally accepts them without
concern. A broad definition of contamination as the
presence of an unwanted substance does not address
the issues of “unwanted by whom” and “unwanted in
what amounts.”
Contamination of food is addressed under The Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act provisions on adulteration.

“A food shall be deemed to be adulterated … If it bears
or contains any poisonous or deleterious substance
which may render it injurious to health; but in case the
substance is not an added substance such food shall
not be considered adulterated under this clause if the
quantity of such substance in such food does not
ordinarily render it injurious to health.”
Use of the word contamination for the unintended
presence of a PMP or PMI would be appropriate on the
assumption that 1) a PMP or PMI would be defined as a
“poisonous or deleterious substance” by the FDA, 2)
the grain or seed would be considered food under this
law, and 3) the FDA would not define a quantity tolerance.
We believe that the FDA currently applies these
assumptions to PMPs and PMIs. Currently, their unintended
presence would be contamination. FDA statutes or the
interpretation of statutes could change for some specific
products and make the use of the word contamination
for unintended presence inappropriate for some
plant-manufactured substances. Unintended presence
below a tolerance would not constitute adulteration or
contamination. Contamination is a value-based classification
that has its origin in policy decisions. Policy makers
must decide whether a definition of a tolerance has the
potential to solve economic problems associated with
PMPs and PMIs.

OUTFLOWS TO SEED STOCKS
The management of confinement to high levels of
stringency with respect to foundation and research seed
is of special importance. Unintended presence in
research and foundation seed stocks has the potential to
spread a trait more widely and to avoid dilution that
would normally occur as grain passes through the bulk
grain handling system. The StarLink™ incident showed
that the most potentially serious kind of PMP or PMI
confinement failure is one that would result in unintended
presence in commercial, foundation, or research seed
stocks (http://www.starlinkcorn.com/starlinkcorn.htm).
The regulations that governed its presence in food
established a zero tolerance. The StarLink failure had
economic implications but posed no concerns for human
or animal health and safety. This example demonstrates
that the economic consequences of confinement failure
as well as risk to health and the environment per se are
important concerns for the success of PMP and PMI
technology. The StarLink incident made low-level
tolerances look “attractive” to seed and grain producers.
Isolation standards used within the seed industry include
provision for minimum isolation from corn foundation
production and corn research nurseries and provisions
for verification that all such fields are known to the PMP
and PMI producer. These standards explicitly state the
levels of seed purity they are meant to achieve. Under
most circumstances, they provide and upper limit to the
concentration of a PMP that could be present in seed.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This report consists of 1) a description of key rationale
behind design of the good practices; 2) flowcharts that
schematically illustrate how the good practices occur as
integrated sequences of management activities that have
implications to materials fate in the PMP or PMI corn
production system; and 3) a hierarchical outline of major
processes, subprocesses, and actions that have a bearing on
material flows (i.e., the fate of corn seed, grain, pollen,
and plant residue) occurring in the production system.
We have approached the processes involved in the production
of PMPs and PMIs in the way that these processes would
be approached for an exercise in process management. In a

Because it is useful to separate the exposure associated
with outflows into corn grain production fields from outflows into commercial and foundation seed production
fields, it also is useful to differentiate outflows that
could result in the unintended presence of PMPs or
PMIs in commercial and foundation seed from those
that could result in unintended presence in breeder’s
seed. Breeder’s seed is very pure seed produced under
research conditions by self-pollination (selfing). It is used
as the source of foundation seed. In commercial seed
systems, all foundation stocks are restarted periodically
from breeder’s seed. Foundation corn seed is normally
limited to three generations from breeder seed.2
Unintended presence in commercial and foundation
seed can be spread to fields planted with the seed or
seed produced from it, but spread from these sources is
self-limiting, and the level of unintended presence
remains at about the level created when the contamination
occurred. Unintended presence is eliminated when the
stocks are restarted from breeder’s seed. Unintended
presence in research and breeder’s seed could be
self-perpetuating in some circumstances, and there is,
in theory, no upper limit on the level of presence. This
potential for a low-level tolerance in grain to lead to high-level
unintended presence in seed makes tolerance substantially
less attractive for PMPs and PMIs and provides an
argument for the use of a broader definition of contamination
when discussing PMPs and PMIs.

business situation, process management would
be used to manage cost and productivity, identify
improvement opportunities, reduce employee stress,
and leverage opportunities. In this report, we are mainly
concerned with regulatory compliance and minimizing
the probability and negative consequences associated with
failure of confinement. Our focus differs from that of a
business in two ways. First, a business would have a broader
view of optimizing their production system, going beyond
regulatory needs to encompass all aspects of product
development and commercial production. Second, we
are concerned with monitoring outflows of material and
therefore make inflows and outflows of materials and
resources a more explicit part of the model than would
a business process management exercise.

2

There is no regulatory generation limit for corn foundation seed in most states. Washington limits foundation increases to 2 generations and is, in recent years, producing a
significant portion of the US foundation seed. The normal limit of 3 generations in industry practice is based on the combination of lack of need for more than 3 generations
in corn and the accumulated empirical experience in industry of incremental accumulation of impurities. With 3 generations of foundation increase, using conservative multiplication factors, 10 kg of breeder’s seed for a line used as a female can be increased to enough seed to foundation seed to grow hybrid seed for 37,000,000 ha, more than
the area of the entire US corn crop.
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Definitions
System: A set of interrelated or interacting elements.
Process: A list of activities that use resources to transform
inputs into outputs.
Subprocess: A part of a process.
Activities: Component tasks that make up a process.
Procedure: A specified way to perform an activity
Process Management
• Identification of critical systems that must be defined,
controlled, and maintained.
• Critical actions must be repeatable and measurable.
• System design must allow for changing needs.
• Regulatory and customer requirements must be
identified and incorporated into the system.
Process Management Implementation
• Identify critical processes.
• Analyze all processes, including inputs, outputs,
and lost living material.
• Document critical processes.
• Train employees and communicate expectations.
• Define measurement criteria.
• Audit the process.
Our objective is to create and study examples of the first
three steps of process management implementation so that
industry and regulators can use the examples when they
evaluate and implement real cases. Industry includes all
steps in process management implementation.
Hopefully, our examples point out the critical process
factors and control points, so that the industrial
implementation can balance biosafety, process control,
and work efficiency. Those who implement processes
should not take the procedures presented here directly.
When these procedures are put into action, users should
adapt processes; add more detail; and monitor, measure,
and revise activities and procedures to better achieve safe
and efficient production.

Flowcharting is useful as a process tool because it
• provides a visual representation of each step in
the process;
• graphically displays functional activity and provides
a visual understanding of interrelated occurrences;
• provides an understanding of the entire process;
• allows modifications and disconnects to be identified;
and
• displays a clear relationship between inputs
and outputs.
The flowcharts follow process control. Frequently,
the process control corresponds to material flows.
The symbols that we have used are standard symbols
used for process management with the addition of the
input/output oval. See Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. SYMBOLS

Process Title
Start/End

Activity

Connector

Decision

Input or
Output

Report or
Data

Processes can be described with varying levels of
aggregation and detail. Figure 3 describes a system for
the creation and production of PMPs and PMIs at a
very high level of aggregation.

In our situation, we have made the flowcharts for these
systems that are not as detailed as would be required by
a process management exercise, but they provide more
explicit material flow descriptions than would be present
in typical process management designs.

FIGURE 3. PMP/I PRODUCTION SYSTEM PROCESSES
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Laboratory and
Greenhouse Processes
Researchers transform plants in laboratory containment.
The first generations of recombinant plants are grown in
laboratories and greenhouses to ensure containment
while researchers do preliminary selection and gather
the information necessary for applications for field
release. The purpose of containment at these early stages
of development is to prevent or restrict the transfer of
recombinant DNA from transgenic organisms inside the
laboratory or greenhouse to reproductively compatible
organisms in nature. For traits that are intended to enter
the food chain, laboratory and greenhouse containment
can be thought of as the beginning of a sequence of
steps, gradually reducing isolation from the environment.
For compounds with an inherent hazard, it is more
appropriate to think of laboratory and greenhouse
containment as part of ongoing containment or
confinement that may be adjusted to fit the nature
of the risk as knowledge increases.
In addition to containment, laboratory and greenhouse
operations are characterized by the possibility of the
existence of different traits (characterized by the
compound to be produced), vectors (characterized
by the genetic sequence to be inserted), and events
(characterized by derivation from DNA incorporation
on a specific occasion). For reasons discussed below,
this report focuses mainly on the possibility of error in
early stages of development that would result in the
wrong trait or event being planted in the field.

NIH GUIDELINES FOR CONTAINED PROCESSES
The NIH (2002) has set out rules for contained processes.
The NIH Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules “specify practices for constructing and
handling: (i) recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
molecules, and (ii) organisms and viruses containing
recombinant DNA molecules.” These rules are mandatory
for institutions that receive NIH funding or are affiliated
with such institutions. They are voluntary for other
parties but are widely adapted for work with PMIs and
PMPs. Some detail about the NIH rules is presented
here as an example of the way in which organizations
participating in PMP and PMI development would
address issues associated with biosafety.
The NIH guidelines require audits of the safety systems
that are outlined. Some form of audit of the participants
is an important part of the PMP and PMI biosafety
system.
The NIH guidelines have created a climate within
which laboratory biosafety is taken very seriously by
participants. One of the major requirements is that each
organization involved creates an Institutional Biosafety
Committee (IBC) to oversee institutional compliance.
Sometimes, responsibility for biosafety in private industry
closely follows corporate lines of authority and a separate
committee may be superfluous. In other examples,
private research may have some of the same organizational
complexities that are characteristic of public research
institutions, and there would be good rational for the
equivalent of an Institutional Biosafety Committee.
The oversight under NIH varies depending on the level
of risk involved. There are six categories of experiments
involving recombinant DNA: 1) those that require
Institutional Biosafety Committee approval, Research
Advisory Committee (RAC) review, and NIH Director

approval before initiation; 2) those that require NIH/Office
of Biotechnology Activities and Institutional Biosafety
Committee approval before initiation; 3) those that
require Institutional Biosafety Committee and
Institutional Review Board approval and RAC review
before research participant enrollment; 4) those that
require Institutional Biosafety Committee approval
before initiation; 5) those that require Institutional
Biosafety Committee notification simultaneous with
initiation; and 6) those that are exempt from the NIH
Guidelines. The NIH rules illustrate that oversight
of PMPs and PMIs should vary depending on the
associated risk.
In the NIH regulations, organisms are classified into risk
groups based on the hazard that they present. Biosafety
level containment levels correspond to the risk groups.
Biosafety level 4 provides the most stringent containment
conditions and biosafety level 1 the least stringent. For
example, conventional greenhouses (with the possible
addition of screening and impervious floors) are sufficient
as level 1 containment, where recipient species that do
not interbreed with weeds are used in combination with
donor species that are not exotic infections agents. A
recipient plant that intercrosses with weeds or a donor
that is an entire exotic infectious agent might require
level 2 greenhouses with locks, 30 mesh screen,
impervious floors, collection of runoff water, and
an autoclave.
The NIH biosafety levels depend on the level of hazard
and implicitly incorporate the principle that risk is the
product of the hazard level with the probability of
occurrence. To maintain a given tolerance for risk, the
conditions of containment must ensure a lower probability
of exposure if the level of hazard is higher. Conversely,
where hazard is low, the degree of stringency in
confinement need not be as high. Risk management
procedures within organizations involved in PMPs and
PMIs could establish hierarchies of risk and biosafety
confinement level that would be equivalent to those
established by the NIH.
The relevant containment programs can be divided into
four categories: 1) a set of standard practices that are
generally used in microbiological laboratories; 2) special
laboratory procedures, equipment, and installations that
provide physical barriers that are applied in varying
degrees according to the estimated biohazard while plants
are in culture and in the laboratory; 3) special greenhouse
procedures, equipment, and installations adapted for large

plants; and 4) biological containment measures that limit
the impact of any unplanned exposure.

The following is from http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/
notice-files/NOT-OD-02-052.html (accessed June 9, 2004):
Some recombinant DNA requirements require
approval in advance of initiation of the experiment. In
some instances, approval must be secured from the
institutional biosafety committee (IBC), and, in others,
from the IBC and the Recombinant DNA Advisory
Committee of NIH (RAC).
Notification to either body must include:
a) the source(s) of DNA;
b) the nature of the inserted DNA sequences;
c) the hosts and vectors to be used;
d) a statement of whether a deliberate attempt will
be made to obtain expression of a foreign gene;
e) containment conditions specified in the Guidelines
themselves.
Four categories of experiments are exempt from the review
and approval requirements:
a) those that are not in organisms or viruses;
b) those that consist entirely of DNA segments from
a single nonchromosomal or viral DNA source;
c) those that consist entirely of DNA from a prokaryotic
host, including its indigenous plasmids or viruses
when propagated only in that host or when
transferred to another host by well established
physiological means; and
d) certain specified recombinant DNA molecules
that consist entirely of DNA segments from
different species that exchange DNA by known
physiological mechanisms.
Minimum Compliance Action: Establish a five-person
committee charged with the requirements to review
all research involving the use of recombinant DNA
molecules.
The NIH guidelines have been widely copied worldwide
as the primary model for regulation of physically
confined research.
A fully indexed, hyperlinked copy of the NIH Guidelines
can be viewed on line or downloaded at
http://www4.od.nih.gov/oba/rac/guidelines/guidelines.html.
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NIH GUIDELINES AND PMPS OR PMIS
We have used the NIH Guidelines as a model in the
formulation of the flowcharts for laboratory and
greenhouse procedures.
The majority of the provisions of the NIH Guidelines
concern provisions for the handling of source and donor
organisms that are either plant, animal, or human
infectious agents. The provisions concerning plants
producing compounds where the primary concern is
toxicity are relatively limited.
For plants producing toxic substances, the NIH Guidelines
differentiate according to the toxicity of the substances.
Highly toxic substances are those that are lethal to vertebrates
at an LD50 of less than 100 nanograms per kilogram of
body weight. Examples of this type of toxin are botulinum
toxins, tetanus toxin, diphtheria toxin, and Shigella
dysenteriae neurotoxin. Experiments involving plants with
this class of toxin would require approval at the second
highest level by the NIH/Office of Biotechnology Activities,
and they would require level 3 containment, also the next
to highest level. The implications of risk in such systems is
not explored in this report because we expect that plant
systems producing such highly toxic substances would be
so different as to require a different analysis.
Below this level of toxicity, the NIH Guidelines do not
differentiate based on toxicity. One of the primary
objectives of future BIGMAP studies is to determine
whether further differentiation on the basis of toxicity
or hazard should be used in the definition of appropriate
levels of confinement and oversight in field production
of PMPs and PMIs.
Under the guidelines, the PMPs and PMIs that are
considered here could be managed in the greenhouse
under the equivalent of one of the two lowest NIH
containment levels, depending on the nature of the donor
organism. In practice, most or all will be handled under
the equivalent of biosafety level 2, which requires
• access limited to individuals involved with experiments;
• personnel must read and follow instructions;
• a greenhouse manual to advise of consequences and give
contingency plans;
• a record of experiments and movement into and out
of the greenhouse;

3

4

• containment of plants during movement into or out of
the greenhouse;
• biological inactivation of experimental organisms at the
end of the experiment;
• decontamination of gravel periodically;
• pest control program; and
• sign indicating that a restricted experiment is in
progress with plant names, person responsible, and
special requirements.
If the compound being produced is of sufficiently low
toxicity and meets the other requirements for biosafety
level 1, the requirements are
• personnel must read and follow instructions;
• procedures appropriate for the organisms;
• record kept of experiments in the greenhouse;
• biologically inactivate experimental organisms at the
end of the experiment; and pest control program.
These lists are based on those presented in Adair et al.
(2001). The procedures for the design and operation
of the containment facilities also are summarized in
that document.

LOSS FROM CONTAINMENT
The buildings are designed for containment, and with the
exception of natural disaster, loss of organisms would be
either an error in the design or operation of the building.
If one assumes compliance with NIH Guidelines, loss of
organisms from greenhouse containment is not generally a
major exposure concern at this stage.
Containment 1evels 1 and 2 are not designed to contain
pollen.3 Where greenhouses are in proximity to cornfields,
there would be some probability of outcrossing. We
suggest that this probability is low because of the size of
the source and the restriction of pollen flow as air leaves
the greenhouse.4 The location of greenhouses near
cornfields also would be infrequent. Physical containment
procedures and the risks associated with their use are not
reviewed in this report. The risk associated with PMP or
PMI pollen outflow from greenhouses will be subject of
further study.

Corn pollen is 70-90 µm in diameter, depending on the degree of hydration. Level 2 containment requires a 30 mesh screen. The opening in a 30 mesh screen is more than
500 _m. Some corn pollen will pass through.
Exhaust vents are normally at the top of the greenhouse and gravity works against pollen exit through the screens.

GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE

DEVELOPMENT OF PCR5 TESTS

GLP conditions are government requirements for studies
that support applications for research or marketing permits
for products regulated by the FDA or the EPA. GLP
standards have been negotiated by the Organization for
Economic Development (OECD, 2003) and are required
by most members for submissions concerning transgenic
plants. In some countries, requirements for good laboratory
practice carry the force of law.

After an event-specific test has been created, PCR provides
a third secure means to verify identity, in addition to label
and location, which can confirm the plant’s source.

GLP requires
• Sound protocol;
• Qualified, trained personnel;
• Standard operating procedures;
• Proper and adequate facilities;
• Calibrated and maintained equipment;
• Fully retrievable raw data; and
• Overview by an independent quality assurance officer.
The USDA does not require GLP standards for information
submitted for the approval of PMP or PMI production in
the field. Conformance to the spirit of GLP would provide
a basis for ensuring that the records are reliable. Reliable
records ensure that events that are introduced into the
field will be correctly identified and associated with the
appropriate documentation. Good manufacturing practice
(GMP), a standard similar to GLP, will be applied to
PMP production by the FDA. PMI production does not
fall under an equivalent regulatory system, and some
exploratory and development activities do not fall under
GLP regulations.
Institutional biosafety committees established under the
NIH Guidelines provide the basis by which conformity
to GLP is ensured where it is required and may serve as a
useful model for institution of standards for PMPs and
PMIs that are consistent with the spirit of GLP.
The flowcharts for laboratory and greenhouse procedures
presented here are examples of the sound protocol
required under GLP. Such protocols are the basis for
avoiding mislabeling of cultures and plants. We assume
that the spirit of GLP will guide PMP and PMI practice
throughout all phases of exploration and development and
the commercial production of PMIs.

5

The development of event-specific PCR at the earliest
possible time is useful from the perspective of both the
development of the transformation event and of risk
management. These reasons include exclusion of
commingling and outcrossing and confirmation of the
adequacy of containment or confinement. The flowcharts
indicate times when PCR typing can be done. Requirements
for PCR typing and its timing are possible areas for future
regulation. Our flowcharts provide points at which checks
for outcrossing can be done with PCR. Availability of the
sequences for the public sector is a contested issue that is
not considered in this report.
Typically, commercial transformation generates dozens
of events where the same vector has been used. Some or
many may be indistinguishable in their performance in
the laboratory and their response to probes designed to
check for the presence of the transformation cassette. In
the greenhouse, cross-pollination between events produced
from the same, or different, origins is possible. The
integrity of the regulatory evaluation requires that the
events that go to the field be correctly identified. Thus,
PCR tests that unambiguously identify a junction of the
insert and host genome are developed early. The PCR
probe is developed by first sequencing a DNA segment in
the transformed organism starting from the inserted DNA
and continuing into the host genome. A PCR probe of
approximately 200 base pairs is synthesized using the
junction sequence from one side of the insertion and
another site in the insert. The use of the event specific
probes before field release provides a definitive check on
the quality of the laboratory labels and location records.
In theory, error in the development of an event-specific
test could create an opportunity for the release of the
wrong event. In practice, the DNA sequence-specific
nature of the test makes misidentification very remote.
Sequence links the probe and event unambiguously. There
are limits to the power of detection of PCR detection,
but the test is sensitive to less than 1 part per 10,000
(assuming tests of multiple pools).

PCR stands for the polymerase chain reaction. It is one of a group of normally very precise procedures for identifying s specific DNA sequence and is the basis of most
DNA fingerprinting.
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The event-specific probe becomes a key tool for exposure
management, ensuring the identity of the event. It also
may be an important tool in the assessment of the
effectiveness of confinement for field tests and field
production, but protein tests may be cheaper and more
relevant for monitoring adulteration of grain in neighboring
fields. The protein tests are not theoretically as sensitive as
PCR, but lower cost allows more samples, and if sampling
can take place before dilution, an increase in sampling
permits more effective sensitivity. Errors in the development
of protein tests could lead to undetected exposure. If such
errors occurred, they would be probably to be at low
concentrations, near the limits of detection.
Final evaluation of the detection methods can provide
quantitative determination of the limits of their sensitivity
and the possible sources of error in their application.
Because of the possibility for evaluation before use and
because evaluation can be made with high levels of
certainty, the development of the detection methods is
not included in the process flow descriptions. Reliable
detection methods are assumed to be available for use.
There are policy issues associated with the use of
event-specific PCR for exposure assessment. Eventspecific PCR tests are not currently required by APHIS
for field-confined release. Given that we have assumed
that failure of isolation remains a possibility, it is logical
for us to assume in our procedures that event-specific
PCR tests would be developed before field tests with
PMPs or PMIs to provide a means of monitoring and
mitigating for the effects of such events. The outcome of
BIGMAP studies will provide a measure of the utility of
this measure. Our procedures assume that use of PCR for
detection of exposure will be a part of the activities of the
users of PMPs and PMIs and allow for us to estimate the
risk that would be associated with not using this tool.
There are policy discussions about the advisability of
placing the information for the preparation of event-specific
PCR primers with government surveillance agencies or
with the public. The information on the potential for
exposure will be pertinent to the discussion of policy on
access to PCR primers and the confidential business
information used to prepare them.

TRANSFORMATION AND REGENERATION
Our flowchart of the physically confined laboratory
process begins with insertion of DNA into plant cells.
Error is possible in the creation of the vector. The probability
of errors in the creation of vectors increases with the
complexity of the vector construct. As the number of
ligations increases, the possibility of including extraneous
DNA also increases. This extraneous DNA poses some
concerns, but this report assumes that detection of such
errors falls into the domain of the regulatory review and
is outside the scope of this study. Insertion can cause the
rearrangement of the construct and incorporation of
DNA fragments from either the host or the vector. We
also assume that irregularities created in the transformation
process will be handled by the regulatory process or during
event sorting. Our chief concern here is for errors that
would result in material flows in the field or in the wrong
trait being in field plots.
Human error is the more important potential source of
error associated with the laboratory and greenhouse portions
of the life cycle of PMPs and PMIs. The description of
relevant record keeping and containment activities at this
stage in product development reflects the possibilities for
human error.
In transformation, the principal concern is that a cell
line or line of plants might be mislabeled and that, as a
consequence, the wrong event will go to the field and be
handled in a manner that is not appropriate for the event.
PMP or PMI production will remain under regulation
and mishandling would not be expected to result in an
additional risk of unintended direct exposure, except for
a PMP or PMI trait misidentified as a food trait. Our
concern is with this latter low-frequency possibility as well
as with the possibility that the hazard associated with an
event might not be correctly identified. Misclassification
of a PMP hazard would be more notable issue in a potential
future regulatory system that used hazard as a basis for
determining the stringency of confinement. More emphasis
is placed on record keeping in the flowchart procedures
because mislabeling is a greater concern than escape from
containment at this stage.

The major tool available to avoid possibility of
misidentification is use of duplicate identification systems.
The most common duplication is to both maintain labels
and a grid system that identifies plants and cultures by
their location. This system is a common and proven
warehousing technique. If the label and location identifier
do not agree, then the conflict can be investigated and the
discrepancy resolved or the plant or culture discarded.

GREENHOUSE SUBPROCESSES
In the greenhouse, there is an opportunity for mislabeling
of plants and also of crossing between plants that could
result in seed in the next generation having two events,
one intended and the other not intended.
The primary tools for avoiding mislabeling are the use of
multiple labels on plants or their pots and the use of grid
systems for plants in beds. For crossing between plants,
the primary tool is pollination control. Flowers are covered
(bagged). Pollen is not allowed to disperse in the
greenhouse. Plants are self-pollinated or pollinated from
identified source plants. Records are kept of the source of
all pollen used in crosses.
Event-specific genetic tests on progeny offer the possibility
of detecting unintended crosses.

SUMMARY
Misidentification of events is the main PMP and PMI
safety concern associated with laboratory and greenhouse
containment that is relevant for the general public.
Misidentification can be associated with commingling or
outcrossing, as well as simple mislabeling. The NIH
Guidelines, institutional biosafety committees, and GLP
provide models for the appropriate framework for safe
containment and establishing trait identity chains. The
flowchart describes steps that ensure correct identification
of events.
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FIGURE 4. PMP LABWORK
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FIGURE 5. PMP GREENHOUSE OPERATIONS
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FIGURE 5. PMP GREENHOUSE OPERATIONS (CONTINUED)
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Nursery
Processes
PMP and PMI field trials can be classified by size. Larger
trials are used to produce foundation seed, material for
development work (procedural, analytical, pre-clinical and
clinical trials), and commercial quantities. These larger
trials use distance offsets (isolation) as the primary means
to achieve confinement. Smaller, research-oriented trials,
in contrast, achieve confinement by using methods where
the floral structures either bagged or removed, pollination
occurs by hand, and pollen is not allowed to disperse into
the air. The chance of pollen escape from trials representing
these two scenarios is very different. The isolation standards
for the two kinds of production could be different,
depending on the nature of the expressed product.
This classification into large- and small-scale trials is largely
based on existing practice in corn research and product
development and is driven by the nature of corn and of
variety increase. Regulation will have to address all of the
possible combinations of large and small trials with various
forms of pollen control, but the procedures presented here
reflect procedures that are likely to be followed.
For simplicity, we refer to the smaller, research-oriented
trials as nurseries: where plants are grown under supervision
and with special care. The growing and hand-pollination
of plants in coordinate grids is a system that allows many
lines or varieties to be maintained and crossed in small
areas. As plot size increases, the cost of some of the special

procedures used in nurseries becomes prohibitive, and the
need for hand-pollen control within the trial decreases.
For PMPs and PMIs, the transition size at which one
decides to divide nursery and field production differs from
the size associated with the transition for normal corn, but
the distinction remains valid. Although corn nurseries are
designed to maintain varietal integrity, the pollen control
procedures that have been developed are easily adapted to
provide for confinement. Process flows for larger scale
trials, seed, and foundation seed production are grouped
with field production systems.
The kinds of events under study in nurseries can be
materially different from those that would be present in
the larger trials. In nurseries, many events have existed for
fewer generations and much less is known about them. In
early trials, there is significant event sorting, where events
may differ in the nature of the construct and its functionality
in the transformed plant. At this stage, events may contain
a partial construct that is dysfunctional. Events may
contain a complete construct that is dysfunctional due to
gene silencing. Events may contain multiple copies of
the construct. Events may be associated with a mutation
that causes altered growth. Events may display aberrant
segregation. Some events may not be associated with
event-specific tests. Most members of these categories
would not be grown in larger trials.

NURSERIES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT
Nursery procedures have been developed from plant
breeding operations. Nurseries are normally designed as
grids. Single-plant grids are appropriate for some early
stage nurseries. More commonly, plants are be grown
in rows 2-5 m in length, and all of the plants in a row
come from the same ear and have the same parentage.
This latter pattern is referred to as ear-to-row. It simplifies
record keeping because a single record can describe
all the plants in the row. Each row is identified by its
coordinates in the rectangular grid. Typically, rows have
a stake or a tag that identifies them to technicians.
Rows from inbred parents my contain plants that are
essentially identical. Rows that are the result of a cross
or a transformation event may be segregating, and each
plant can be different, but they will all be descended
from at least one single plant.
Nursery information systems typically manage records
about plants in the nursery and seed in storage. The
nursery information management system links the row
in the field with a source of seed in a seed storage facility.
The seed in the seed storage facility is put in a bag
identified with a reference number and a pedigree
describing its origin. The reference number links the
stored bag back to a row in a previous nursery where it
was produced. The nursery information management
system records various breeding actions in the nursery
row. Plants in the row may be self-pollinated (selfed), or
their female shoots may be cross-pollinated (crossed)
with pollen from another plant in another row. Where
plants in a row are segregating, the individual plants
involved in a cross are marked with a number. Any ears
that are harvested are normally given a unique inventory
number. The nursery system generates a pedigree
based on the cross that was performed or pedigrees
can be written manually. Record keeping for seed in
inventory is integrated into the system. By including
both inventory and nursery information, the system
reduces error in the records about plants in the field
and seed in the inventory.
There are two common nursery operations used in early
generations. In the first operation, new transformation
events are self-pollinated to move toward homozygosity
(internal genetic uniformity). Homozygous lines become
stable and replicate true to type. By using comparison
with the recipient line, a homozygous transformed line
can be useful in detection of any genetic damage that
occurred in association with the DNA insertion event.

The second operation is crossing. Crossing may be part
of the process of backcrossing or production of test
crosses. In backcrossing, a line carrying an event is
crossed to a recurrent parent. Progeny carrying the
transformation event are selected either based on
phenotype or the gene itself and then the cross to the
recurrent parent is repeated. After four to eight generations,
the genome of the recurrently parent is almost completely
recovered in a line with the transformation event. The
backcrossing of traits into a set of commercial lines is
sometimes called “trait integration.”
Test crosses produce hybrid seed that can be used to
grow hybrid plants and produce their seed to be used
for the evaluation of expression levels.
Typically, one or two generations of these operations
are performed in the greenhouse while information is
gathered about the events and an event-specific test is
developed. Transformation events may frequently be
crossed to two or three recurrent parents immediately
in the greenhouse. These crosses are the first step in
backcrossing. The recurrent parents represent lines
adapted to the various situations in which the event
might be used. When the events are planted in nurseries,
backcrossing is continued and extended to additional
parents. If it was not initiated in the greenhouse,
backcrossing is started in the nursery. In a breeding
nursery, an event may be represented by dozens of
rows, each with its own pedigree and a set of planned
crossing operations that generate ears that will be
recorded and inventoried and used to plant the
next nursery.
The third major breeding operation is the increase of
seed of backcrossed lines. After sufficient similarity to
the recurrent parent is achieved, and a plant that is
homozygous for the event is located, seed is increased
by selfing until there is enough seed to grow the line in
an isolation plot. This increase leads to the creation of
the first stock of breeder seed. Corn foundation seed
groups generally like to get 10,000 to 50,000 seeds.
Seed is increased by selfing, not only to ensure genetic
purity but also to allow a check that each ear is
homozygous for the trait.
Subsequent stocks of breeder seed can be produced
from a random sample of lines sampled from the
first breeder seed stock. They are always produced
by selfing.
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CONFINED NURSERIES
The procedures that have been approved by APHIS for
corn nurseries are the same as for all PMP production:
• At any time during the field test when PMP plants are
allowed to shed pollen, ensure that no other receptive
corn plants are grown within a radius of 1.0 mi
(1.6 km) of the transgenic plants.
• Where pollination of PMP plants is controlled, ensure
that transgenic corn is planted not less than 28 days
before or 28 days after the planting dates of any other
corn that is growing within a zone extending from
0.5 to 1.0 mi (0.8 to 1.6 km) of the transgenic plants
to ensure that there is no overlap in anthesis.
• There are no other restrictions on corn that is grown at
more than 1 mi (>1.6 km) from the transgenic plants.
These standards have been established using information
about pollen number (Pohl, 1937; Ogden et al., 1974;
Paterniani and Stort, 1974; Poehlman and Sleper, 1995;
Coe et al., 1998), pollen size (Pohl, 1937; Funkhouser
and Evitt, 1959), duration of pollen shed (Lauer, 1998),
viability (Shoper et al. 1987; Luna et al., 2001), and
dispersion. Because pollen size and mass have not changed
significantly, distribution measurements done in the past
remain valid (Jones and Brooks, 1950; Wych, 1998;
Di-Giovanni et al., 1995; Burris, 2001). Wind speed
has been verified as a factor (Raynor et al., 1972; Burris,
2001). Theoretical work has been done on the maximum
distance of pollen flow (Raynor et al., 1972; Ireland et al.,
2001; Luna et al., 2001). New information and theory
are contributing to the validation of dispersion times
(Fonseca, 2002). Recent research has been oriented on
the impact of transgenic pollen inflow in corn seed
production (Ingram, 2000; Burris, 2001; Eastham and
Sweet, 2002).

For nurseries, it is possible to envision additional
means beyond pollination control and isolation by which
outcrossing and its consequential risk can be mitigated:
• In hand-pollinated nurseries, internal non-PMP
or -PMI border plantings may act as barriers and
diminish the concentration of PMP and PMI pollen
emanating from the source.
• Reduction in the number of transgenic PMP plants
within the trial to diminish the concentration of PMP
and PMI pollen at the source.
• Reduction in the proportion of transgenic plants in the
nursery to diminish the concentration of PMP and
PMI pollen at the source.
• Active daily surveillance by trained personnel of field
during flowering to ensure pollen control.
• More comprehensive standard operating procedures
to minimize potential loss of pollen, plants, or seeds
from confinement than could be implemented for
larger fields.
Such nursery procedures reflect the scientifically documented
influence of the size of the source (Ministère de l’Agriculture
et de la Pêche, 2002) and borders (Jones and Brooks, 1950)
on the rate of outcrossing in corn. Possible differences
between the nursery and large plot procedures and
standards reflect the influence size of the source as well as
differences in borders, pollen control, and the concentration
of PMP or PMI pollen at the source.
Multiple mechanisms contribute to the efficacy of border
rows within the field in reducing concentration of pollinations
in a receptor field. Border rows at the periphery of the
trial work partially because pollen grains on receptive silks
are competitive and deteriorate with time after they are
released. Pollen that has traveled further is older and less
likely to compete well with younger pollen grains from
the border and is less likely to effectively pollinate a kernel
in a receptor field. The border also acts as a partial physical
barrier. These effects reduce the level of PMP and PMI
grains in any corn that might be pollinated from inside
the perimeter border. Border rows also diminish the
concentration of PMP and PMI pollen at the source.
Reductions in this concentration reduce the probability of
escape but may not prevent escape. Reduction can reduce
the risk associated with escape of a hazardous PMP or
PMI. If one assumes a fixed amount of PMP or PMI
pollen escapes the field, increasing the amount of
nontransgenic pollen of similar viability moving with it
will reduce the concentration of PMP or PMI in the

target field in inverse proportion. For most hazardous
substances, risk is proportionate to concentration and is
be lowered as the concentration is lowered. If a PMP or
PMI is associated with hazard, covering tassels, keeping
the ratio of transgenic to nontransgenic plants low, limiting
the number of PMP and PMI plants, or the use of male
fertile nontransgenic borders that reduces the concentration
of PMP and PMI pollen at the source, all could reduce
the risk associated with undetected escapes.
Possible differences between the nursery and large-plot
procedures could reflect the relatively smaller amount
of PMP- or PMI-pollinated material from borders that
would have to be destroyed. Current APHIS standards
explicitly preclude borders that are managed external
to the field trial, so as to avoid potential loss of
transgenic material from confinement through improper
management of that potential PMP or PMI material
that may occur in borders separated procedurally from
the contents of the trial. In practice, within field trials
there are frequently plants that are neither PMP nor PMI
and are allowed to open pollinate. These plants contribute
to the reduction in concentration of PMP or PMI pollen
in outflows. The nontransgenic male plants occurring on
the field trial periphery have the benefits of borders.
These designs seem appropriate under APHIS conditions,
because all materials within the field trial are managed as
if transgenic.

Misidentification and unintended intercrossing is a
concern in nurseries containing many regulated traits.
This concern is similar to that discussed in greenhouse
work. Because the plants are handled in systems with
well defined record keeping and identification, such risks
are minimized. Separation of transgenic nurseries with
regulated events from nurseries with no regulated
events allows for checks for unintentional crosses and
misidentification prior to the release of inbreds for larger
scale trials. These checks can be made with event-specific
PCR probes. Before the release of breeder’s seed, the
identity of events should be rigorously determined with
event-specific PCR tests. Event-specific PCR also can be
used to test the component lines used to maintain breeder
seed stocks.
Unintended events from the nursery system for regulated
events pose a special problem in nurseries with no
regulated events. This can be avoided by providing
extra isolation of nurseries with regulated events from
nurseries with no transgenes or transgenes that have
been deregulated and approved for food and feed use.

Various levels of size, isolation, borders, and pollen
control can be combined to achieve a given goal for corn
pollen confinement. Control of the concentration of
PMP and PMI pollen at the source can be used to reduce
any risk associated with escape from a hazardous PMP
or PMI source. We design our model to reflect these
procedural options.
When BIGMAP results are used for policy discussions, it
may be possible to consider regulatory changes. For traits
of hazards known to be below some level, combinations
of the above-mentioned procedures may allow consideration
of isolation distances less than 1 mi (<1.6 km). In such
cases, the additional redundant means of mitigation
would compensate for the reduced mitigation associated
with the reduced isolation distance. Higher levels of
hazard also could require greater redundancy in pollen
confinement strategies to achieve the same level of
acceptable risk.
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PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NURSERY AND
FIELD PRODUCTION PROCEDURES
The procedures for larger scale field production and for
nurseries are generally similar, but nurseries have some
significant differences:
• Nursery operations depend more heavily on teams to
plant, pollinate, and harvest.
• Procedures give more attention to pollen control.
• Outcrossing during hand pollination is rare.
• Procedures give less attention to roguing.
• Planting is nearly always in rows and ranges. Field
production is less likely to be in rows and ranges.
• Rows of 2-5 m in length are described by range and
row coordinates.
• Record keeping is required for each row.
• Planting is complex and prone to error. Planting
errors can result in misidentification of rows.
• For some smaller nurseries, mechanical procedures
become optional, and it may be easier to perform
procedures by hand than to clean the equipment
before and after use.
• Some events are eliminated before flowering.
• The entire nursery is unlikely to be cancelled in
mid-season, whereas a failed production field could
be canceled in mid-season.
• Pollen inflow is less of a consideration because of
hand pollination.
• Pollination is complex and prone to error.
• Mixing of events is possible at pollination.
• Labels on individual plants used in crosses can be lost.
• Increases for one PMP event could be mixed with seed or
pollen from another, resulting in incorrectly labeled seed.
• Sometimes ears are harvested very early to speed
planting of the next cycle.
• Not all ears are pollinated in the nursery. Many ears are
open pollinated. There is more relatively more dry matter for destruction in relation to the grain harvested.
• Errors in labeling are possible at harvest.
• Seed processing is all in batch mode with easily
cleaned equipment.
• Errors in labeling are possible during processing.
• The number of items in inventory can be very large.
The reliance on teams opens the door to discussion of
quality and teamwork in management that goes beyond
the scope of this document. In practice, the relationship of
the researcher as manager with a team has a significant
impact on errors and error rates.

SUMMARY
PMP and PMI nurseries and research inventory systems
are subject to both the possibility of misidentification of
events and lines and to the possibility of genetic outflow
of pollen, seed, and plant material. The unique aspect of
research nurseries is that they may contain a number of
events, and these events can be associated with varying
degrees of hazard.
Conventional corn research nurseries are managed with
procedures that minimize the chance of error in the
identification of lines. When used for PMPs and PMIs,
these procedures provide redundant systems for identification
that allow the detection and correction of errors when
they occur. Event-specific checks allow for the specific
identification of events in lines, especially when they are
released from research nurseries to be used in foundation
and field production. Event-specific tests also can be
conducted to confirm that undesired genes are not present.
The procedures for the prevention of outflows of
germplasm and materials for nurseries are much the same
as for sterile field production. It seems prudent to classify
the risk that nurseries pose based on the hazard associated
with the event with the highest LD50. Nurseries containing
hazardous events likely pose greater concern than field
production of less hazardous events, even when the area
of the field production is much larger.
Nurseries containing hazardous events have a component
of risk that is associated with the number of tasks that are
performed in them. A research nursery may require tens
of thousands of hand pollinations, and each has some
possibility of error. The work may involve dozens of
technicians, so the frequency of human error is a concern.
Field production procedures, especially those using sterile
females and nontransgenic males, are inherently simpler.
Where PMP or PMI nurseries are associated with greater
potential risk due to uncertainties as to the nature of the
expressed product, isolation from nurseries with unregulated
corn and from foundation seed stocks of unregulated corn
can be an especially important consideration.
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FIGURE 6. NURSERY CONTINUED
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FIGURE 6. NURSERY CONTINUED
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FIGURE 6. NURSERY CONTINUED
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FIGURE 6. NURSERY CONTINUED
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FIGURE 6. NURSERY CONTINUED
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FIGURE 7. NURSERY INVENTORY
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FIGURE 7. NURSERY INVENTORY CONTINUED
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Images
1. FRESH EXSERTED ANTHERS

3..POLLEN GRAINS CAUGHT ON
SILK TRICHOMES (HAIRS)

© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University
Strongly pigmented silks of a popcorn hybrid.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

2. CORN POLLEN WITH A DIME

4. MULTI-COLORED “INDIAN” CORN

© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

Part of the color comes from the aleuron layer which is genetically
similar to the endosperm and can be seen through the outer
pericarp layer. © 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

5. POLLEN DRIFT CONSEQUENCES,
EFFECT OF DISTANCE

8. POLLEN DRIFT CONSEQUENCES,
EFFECT OF DISTANCE

Purplish and redish kernels mixed with yellow on the
ears of a genetically yellow female plants due to pollen
drift from adjacent row of “Indian” corn.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

Pollen drift consequences, effect of distance. Purplish and
redish kernels on the ears of genetically yellow plants due to
pollen drift from a source 11.44 m away.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue Universit

6. POLLEN DRIFT CONSEQUENCES,
EFFECT OF DISTANCE

9. POLLEN DRIFT CONSEQUENCES,
EFFECT OF DISTANCE

Purplish and redish kernels on the ears of genetically
yellow plants due to pollen drift from a source 3.8 m away.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

Pollen drift consequences, effect of distance. A single purplish
kernel on the ear of a genetically yellow plant, due to pollen drift
from a source 15.2 m away. The effect of distance is increased
by the amount of yellow pollen produced by the yellow plants
between the source and the female rows.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University

7. POLLEN DRIFT CONSEQUENCES,
EFFECT OF DISTANCE

Purplish and redish kernels on the ears of genetically yellow
plants due to pollen drift from a source 7.6 m away.
© 2004 R. L. Nielson, Purdue University
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10. POLLEN DRIFT STUDIES CAN BE CONDUCTED
WITH YELLOW SOURCES IN WHITE FIELDS.

12. SMALL PLOT PLANTER

In this case the yellow source was transgenic and the genetic
status of the grain could also be measured. Photo courtesy of
the Susana Goggi and Mark Westgate, Agronomy Department,
Iowa State University.

11. ONE YELLOW KERNEL ON A GENETICALLY
WHITE FEMALE EAR MARKS POLLINATION.
This planter plants two short rows at a time for corn nurseries.
Planters come in many sizes. Image courtesy of Allan Machine
Company, Nevada, Iowa.

Photo courtesy of the Susana Goggi and Mark Westgate,
Agronomy Department, Iowa State University.

11. DETASSELING MACHINE

16. EMPTYING AN EAR CORN DRYER IN A SEED
CORN PROCESSING PLANT.

This one cuts the tassels. Others pull tassels with
hydraulically powered rollers. Fields are detasseled by
hand after the machines do the heavy work.

14. LARGE CORN HARVESTER.

Smaller driers could be used for production of non-food corn.

Harvesters come in many sizes.

15. SORTING TABLE IN A SEED
CORN PROCESSING PLANT.

Sorting table in a seed corn processing plant. Containment
allows destruction of all waste.
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Larger Scale
Production
The primary characteristic of the larger scale production is
that pollination is not conducted by hand. PMP or PMI
systems process flows for larger scale trials, seed, and
foundation seed production are grouped with field
production systems because of their similarity. We are
describing as large production systems, fields extending
from foundation field size (infrequently as small as
100 m2) up to production fields (potentially hundreds of
hectares). Because the product is grain, the PMP or PMI
plants must be pollinated. Our flowcharts describe both
production with PMP or PMI males, and sterile production
with pollinators that are not PMPs or PMIs. Open pollination
by plants with the trait is required in production of foundation
seed. In open pollination with trait plants, pollen flow is
a much larger issue because of the amount of pollen being
released. Effectively, the source is larger (Ministère de
l’Agriculture et de la Pêche, 2002), and pollen dilution
is less of a factor (Jones and Brooks, 1950).
The geographic scale of field production means that
individuals or small groups carry out operations away
from supervision. The human aspect of management
in large-scale production is more important than in the
laboratory, greenhouse, or nursery. In the former, it is
relatively more important to document the person who
is responsible for individual activities in the process.
We suggest that those responsible for actions should be
recorded and that they should sign for the completion of
activities. This approach facilitates employee management,
helps document those who can help sort out mistakes,
and provides an inventory of experience for use in future
process improvement. The record should note any deviation
from standard operating procedures and comments on the
adequacy of the procedures themselves.
As described in the flowcharts, the field production of the
product would be carried out with sterile female plants,

pollinated by fertile non-PMP or -PMI corn. Sterility
can be achieved either genetically through the use of
cytoplasmic male sterility or mechanically by removal
of the tassels of the female plants before flowering, or
by both. In these production systems, the amount of
pollen released may be even lower than in the nursery
where some pollen enters the air when pollen is applied
to the female plants by hand.
Although it is not our intention at this point to recommend
policy, regulations, or standards for approval of field
procedures, the use of male sterile PMP plants seems to
be an obvious choice for corn. A subsequent BIGMAP
publication will quantify the extent to which this practice
can reduce outflows. Other means of biological confinement
could conceivably make sterility unnecessary or reduce
expected outflows of genetic material by several orders of
magnitude. However, these techniques are not currently in
use and do not qualify currently as good practice.
Uncontrolled release of PMP pollen cannot be avoided in
seed production in current systems. Our flowchart does
not differentiate the procedures required for these two
systems. It does allow that the standards may be different
for confinement compared with systems in which pollen
movement is uncontrolled.
For foundation (parent) seed production, the minimum
size of an increase is about 100 m2 containing 700 plants.
Smaller parent scales of seed production would be done by
hand in nursery conditions. In PMP or PMI foundation
production, a larger minimum size might be considered to
reduce the number of production fields by doing more
production in hand-pollinated nurseries. The maximum
size of PMP or PMI foundation production fields would
depend mainly on the size of commercial production that
is planned and the yield of the PMP or PMI plants.

Assuming production of PMPs or PMIs on inbred female
plants, each 100 ha of commercial production female
would require approximately 1 ha of foundation production.
The standards for foundation production may be different
because of the need for it to remain open pollinated.
Production can be on either inbred or hybrid female parents.
Production on inbred females with the PMP event simplifies
foundation production and limits the number of foundation
isolations with open-pollinating PMP males, but it also
increases the area that would be required to produce a
given amount of PMP product by 30 to 50%.
Use of hybrid females heterozygous for the event is unlikely.
If a female plant is heterozygous for the PMP event and
the male does not carry the gene, only 50% of the kernels
will carry the PMP event. Use of a heterozygous hybrid
with a nontrait male would reduce the concentration of
the product in the grain.
From the standpoint of the breeding required, the procedurally
simple way to obtain a homozygous female is to use an
inbred. There are at least three more complex schemes
that might be used:
1. Fertile hybrid females where both lines carry the event.
2. Cytoplasmic male sterile inbred females.
3. Cytoplasmic male sterile hybrid females.
Cytoplasmic male sterile inbred females involve
producing seed of two almost identical lines. The sterile
line produces no pollen. The maintainer line produces
pollen that fertilizes the sterile line and itself. Cytoplasmic
male sterile hybrid females involve production of the
same sterile-maintainer pair plus one other line that is
a maintainer of sterility and fertile. When the second
maintainer is crossed by the first sterile, the result is
seed that produces male sterile hybrid plants.
Figure 8 is a diagrammatic representation of the two
forms of cytoplasmic sterile production. It demonstrates
that use of cytoplasmic male sterile hybrids would require
two kinds of foundation isolations where pollen-shedding
males would be used. Additional pollen control in the
hybrid production field requires more line development
and pollen exposure in foundation production.

FIGURE 8. PRODUCTION OF CYTOPLASMIC STERILE FEMALES
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We have used a single flowchart to describe large,
open-pollinated trials, foundation production, and
commercial PMP or PMI production. The procedures
involved are very similar. In open-pollinated field trials
and production involving open-pollinating male fertile
PMP or PMI plants, location and isolation policy are
different from production by using male sterile or
detasseled trait plants. For PMP or PMI products
where the degree of hazard is above some threshold,
policy makers may choose to exclude open-pollinated
production from areas where large amounts of corn
production, foundation seed production, or corn
research is conducted.
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FOUNDATION SEED PRODUCTION AS A MODEL FOR
FIELD PRODUCTION OF PMPS AND PMIS

foundation seed production provide isolation in the way
that would be desirable for production of PMPs and PMIs.

With the exception of the scale, field trials, production of
foundation (parent) seed, production of seed, and production
of PMP and PMI grain can be very similar. In field trials,
the 2003 USDA–APHIS guidelines establish minimum
procedural standards. In seed production, there is additional
concern about the impact of incoming pollen, but given the
high standards for prevention of outflows, this concern is
unlikely to materially change procedures for PMPs or PMIs
in corn. In commercial production of PMPs, FDA GMPs
would apply to ensure adherence to documented stringencies
for confinement.

Foundation seed corn is valuable. Prices can be $15 per
kilogram or higher. Thus, practices have been developed
that not only ensure its purity but also ensure that seed is
not lost in handling. In this respect, foundation seed procedures are similar to the procedures that should be used
for PMPs and PMIs.

The set of flowcharts developed for the field production
section are based on foundation seed production practice
in the corn seed industry. They have been modified to
take into account the special process and material control
that will be needed for some or all PMPs and PMIs in
corn. In developing the good practices described here, the
existing USDA standards for confinement were considered
the appropriate baseline; therefore, the practices are intended
to achieve confinement equivalent to this standard. No
assertion is made that they are optimal. They are a reasonable
base for models describing the relative importance of
various parts of the process.
Foundation seed production takes seed of lines from corn
breeders in small amounts (3 to 20 kg) and increases the
lines to amounts of a few hundred kilograms or more for
use to plant field where hybrid corn seed is produced. The
plants in foundation corn seed fields are the grandparents,
or great grandparents, of the plants in ordinary cornfields.
The scale of foundation seed production is similar to the
scale that would be appropriate for many plant-manufactured
pharmaceuticals. The entire U.S. corn industry only requires
approximately 5,000 tons of foundation seed per year.
Foundation seed only represents roughly 1/50,000 of the
U.S. commercial corn crop.
Any accumulation of impurities in foundation seed
production is cumulative. Thus, special procedures have
been developed that ensure high standards of purity. The
priority in conventional foundation seed production is
the opposite of the challenge in producing PMPs and
PMIs in corn. The challenge is to prevent pollen inflows
rather than pollen outflows. Because isolation works
the same in either direction, the purity procedures for

Foundation corn production techniques are not very
well documented in published literature, but hybrid seed
production techniques are documented and serve as good
background for the processes being described here. One
good source is Wych (1998). It includes a brief description
of foundation seed stock increase (pp. 568-569).
McDonald and Copeland (1997) is an informative source
for seed production information, including sections on
seed certification and corn which explain the role of
foundation seed. The global corn certification standards
under OECD also explain the higher standards that
differentiate foundation seed production (OECD, 2003).
Foundation corn seed production can best be described
in contrast to the characteristics of hybrid corn seed
production. Hybrid seed corn production in turn can be
contrasted with commercial seed corn production.
Characteristics of hybrid seed production in the field
include the following:
• Production takes place under the management of
experienced professionals.
• Teams are specially trained to perform procedures.
• Most major production companies are ISO certified.
There are written procedures for all processes.
• Written records are kept of all important activities.
Record keeping is supported by computer systems so
that any problems can be tracked.
• Locations and contract growers are chosen carefully to
maximize quality and minimize cost. Growers are likely
to be among the most progressive farmers in the area.
• Isolation standards are maintained in the production
field. Neighboring fields are routinely inspected for
problems with isolation. Seed production has isolation
standards. Commercial field corn production does not.
• Field production practices are optimized for the particular
line being grown.

• Specialized equipment is used for planting and harvest.
The equipment is designed so that it can be cleaned
completely before and after use.
• Female plants on which seed is produced are detasseled
or male sterile so that their pollen does not contribute
to the final product (self-pollinated female seed is an
impurity in the hybrid).
• Buffers are used to restrict the flow of outside pollen
into the field.
• The teams are trained to be able to identify plants that
do not fit the description of the corn that is supposed
to be in the field. Corn has a long list of characters that
can be observed by the trained eye. Laboratory tests can
be used to verify plant genotype if needed.
• Off-type plants are removed.
• Teams are routinely in the field at pollination time.
Teams both control pollen flow by detasseling and
monitor isolation. The field would normally be inspected
daily at flowering time. The teams ensure that no
incorrect plants flower.
• Seed is usually harvested on the ear. Seed is usually
harvested at 25–35% moisture to avoid loss in the field
due to insects and kernels separating from the ear.
• Most seed is harvested with pickers. Combines are not
used. The most modern pickers leave the husk on the
ear so that the ear is protected from damage on its way
to the plant
• Husk-on pickers dislodge very few kernels from the
ears in the field.
• Husk-on pickers are easy to clean. It is possible to
remove all ears and effectively all loose kernels.
Characteristics of hybrid seed production at the plant:
• Trained teams manage all activities in the process. Steps
are recorded.
• At the plant the seed will be husked, sorted again for
off-type ears, dried, shelled, and stored. Since these
procedures are performed at a central location, it is
possible to perform them in buildings where all waste
can be managed and tracked.
• Facilities can be cleaned completely between lines.
• When conveyors are used they are specially selected
for ease of cleaning.
• All equipment is custom designed for easy of cleaning.
• Modern genetic technology allows each line to be tested
to ensure that each is correctly labeled.
• Integrated computer systems track weight and purity.
• Purity is checked before any line is released for use.

Foundation seed production differs from regular hybrid
seed corn production in the following respects:
In planning
• Production is planned for multiple years both to
compensate for some of the risks inherent in production.
By increasing the size of production fields, the rate of
impurities can be reduced.
In the foundation seed production field
• Record keeping standards are higher then for commercial
seed production.
• The foundation production field is sometimes contracted
from the farmer for the season so that the team has
more control of the crops produced.
• Quality is of higher importance and cost considerations
are of relatively lower importance than in hybrid seed
production.
• Genetic purity standards are higher. Isolation from
special kinds of corn (white corn and popcorn) is higher
than isolation required for other seed production.
• Procedures are sometimes altered for the production
of quality foundation seed of hybrids with traits created
through biotechnology to ensure trait purity.
• Isolation considerations tend to be more important in
choice of location than the characteristics of the owner
because more actions are handled by the foundation
seed production team.
• Many production locations are located within easy
driving distance of a management center so that teams
can visit a number of fields easily and frequently.
• Buffers of other crops are used between the outside
of the foundation field and neighboring corn. In
foundation seed production. these buffers are sometimes
planted by the company’s production team rather than
the farmer operator.
• Sterile females are sometimes used in production of
female lines. Good foundation production practice can
maintain the purity of sterile female lines to a level of
a few fertile plants in 10,000.
• Small plots can be harvested by hand.
• Larger plots are harvested with pickers.
• Small amounts of seed can be transported in custom
boxes that are designed to be cleaned completely.
• Larger amounts of seed can be transported in
dedicated wagons.
• Commercial trucking is used in the largest
foundation fields.
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At the foundation seed plant
• Teams are specially trained for higher standards of
consistency and record keeping.
• Equipment is specially designed for complete cleanout
between different varieties.
• For smaller quantities, the use of boxes and batch
processing eliminates the need for conveyors between
activities and the need to clean the conveyors.
• Drying equipment is specialized depending on the size
of the lot. Some seed is dried in special boxes designed
to be easily and completely cleaned.
• Small quantities of seed are stored in labeled boxes that
can be completely cleaned.
• High value seed may be stored for long periods, increasing
the importance of well organized record keeping.
• Foundation discards are managed carefully because of
the value of the seed.
Most of the issues relevant to the confined production
of plant-manufactured pharmaceutical and -industrial
compounds have analogous issues in foundation seed
production: isolation, field shape and placement, avoidance of loss, sampling issues, rigid quality control, record
keeping for processes and materials, and postharvest
verification of genotype. Individuals who are familiar
with foundation seed production have an immediate grasp
of the issues that impact the ability to maintain containment
in field production of PMPs and PMIs.
Although the production of foundation seed provides
a model for production of PMPs and PMIs, it does not
imply that there are no new issues; for example, the
protection of seed stocks from the possible presence of
PMPs and PMPs (see Protection of Seed Stocks above).

TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRODUCTION CATEGORIES
GRAIN

SEED

FOUNDATION

FIELD PRODUCTION

Multiyear Management

No

No

Yes

Management by
experienced professionals

No

Yes

Yes

Distance to supervision

NA

Higher

Lower

Trained to perform
procedures.

No

Yes

Yes

Field contracted
for season

No

No

Yes

Quality objectives

No

Medium

High

Genetic purity standards

No

Medium

High

ISO certified

No

Yes

Yes

Written and
computer records

No

Medium

High

Locations and growers
are chosen carefully

No

Yes

Yes

Isolation standards higher
priority in selection

No

Medium

High

Isolations standards
and inspection

No

Yes

Yes

Standards fertile plants
in sterile females

NA

Medium

High

Management of buffers

NA

Medium

High

Special standards for
transgenic crops

Low

Medium

High

Product specific practices

No

Yes

Yes

Hand harvest use

No

No

Yes

Specialized equipment
for planting and harvest

No

Yes

Yes

Female plants are
detasseled or male sterile

No

Yes

Yes

Buffers restrict the
flow of pollen

No

Yes

Yes

Off-type plants
are removed

No

Yes

Yes

Teams in the field at
pollination time

No

Yes

Yes

Seed is harvested on
the ear early

No

Yes

Yes

Plots are harvested with
easy to clean pickers

No

Yes

Yes

Husk-on pickers dislodge
very few kernels

No

Yes

Yes

Custom transport
equipment

No

No

Some

TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRODUCTION CATEGORIES
GRAIN

SEED

FOUNDATION

PROCESSING

Trained teams managed

No

Yes

Yes

Care in record keeping

Low

Medium

High

Processing in
contained building

No

Yes

Usually

Facilities and equipment
cleaned between products

No

Yes

Yes

Ease of cleanout
of equipment

Low

Medium

High

Test can identify products

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

High

Batch processing processes
for separation
Low
Specialized equipment for
drying small lots

No

Some

Yes

Integrated computer
systems track weights
and purity

No

Yes

Yes

Level of care
concerning loss

Low

Medium

High

Quality checked before
release of product

No

Yes

Yes

Large

Medium

Small

Long-term storage

No

Some

More

Systems to manage discards

NA

Some

More

Size of storage
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GOOD PRACTICES FOR PMP AND PMI PRODUCTION
The good practices that are described here are designed for
the production of a high-hazard PMPs or PMIs. Under
current USDA guidelines for field testing (which are the
model for the base case standards described here), the
degree of hazard of the PMP or PMI is uncertain; therefore,
the confinement conditions are highly stringent. Field
production of a PMP or PMI where the hazard is low
could reasonably require less stringency in confinement
than is described here.
Because of the objective of reducing or eliminating materials
outflows, some generalizations can be made about good
practices for PMP and PMI production:
The most important mistakes to avoid will be relatively
large but infrequent events relating to misidentification of
seed stocks or fields. Such rare events could lead to large
outflows, such as seed being planted in the wrong field
with inappropriate isolation.
• Training of staff for various processes will need to
be verified.
• Checks are added for cleaning of equipment leaving the
production field to eliminate outflows of transgenic
material and seed.
• Dominant markers, including genetic fingerprinting,
permit checks on outflow levels.
• If pollen isolation fails, destruction of outside crops
becomes an option.
• Hand gleaning of fields has the potential to reduce ear
loss to very low levels.
• Duplicate systems of seed, plot, and inventory
identification can reduce errors in the identification
of PMP and PMI material to very low levels.
• Requiring husk-on harvest will reduce loss in the field
and get the grain into a closed building earlier.
• In the closed facility, inventory of material flows allows
an audit of the handling of seed and material limited
only by sampling error in determining the weights and
moisture contents. This allows a duplicate check on the
accuracy of other activities.

The isolation checks included in the flowchart include
separate checks for isolation from commercial grain corn
and from research, foundation and seed production.
Specifically, APHIS PMP standards include the following:
• Presence of a perimeter fallow zone of at least 50 ft
around the test site.
• Dedication of planters and harvesters to use in test site
for the duration of the test.
• Cleaning of planters, harvesters, and other tillage
equipment: tractors, plows, harrows, and subsoilers.
• APHIS approval for the removal of dedicated equipment.
• Dedicated facilities for the storage of equipment and
regulated articles for the duration of the test.
• APHIS approval of protocols for the cleaning of facilities.
• APHIS approval for the equipment cleaning protocols.
• APHIS review of protocols for seed and grain processing.
• APHIS approval of team training.
• At any time during the field test when PMP plants are
allowed to open pollinate, ensure that no other corn
plants are receptive within a radius of 1.0 mi (1.6 km)
of the transgenic plants.
• Ensure where pollination of PMP plants is controlled
that transgenic corn is planted not less than 28 days
before or 28 days after the planting dates of any other
corn that is growing within a zone extending from
0.5 to 1.0 mi (0.8 to 1.6 km) of the transgenic plants
to ensure that there is no overlap in anthesis.
• Ensure that no food or feed crops are produced in the
test site and fallow zone the following crop season
where there is a potential for volunteer plants to be
inadvertently harvested with the following crop.
APHIS standards do not currently allow for buffers
around a PMP trial. We have retained them in our
flowchart to allow for consideration of their effects on
pollen outflow on the supposition that buffers are
retained within trials.
The hand gleaning of ears dropped by harvest machinery
is included in our procedures. This procedure is not
required by current APHIS regulations. Hand gleaning is
redundant in that vegetative matter is buried or turned
under in the field, and the field is rogued for volunteer
plants the following year. There may be utility in this
procedure because it allows for early removal of potential
source of risk by avoiding some possibility of animals and
equipment moving seed. Including this procedure in our
model allows other BIGMAP studies to assess its utility.

APHIS standards do not currently differentiate between
isolation distances for seed corn and other corn. As mentioned
above, BIGMAP will examine the implications of outflows
to grain production, seed production, foundation seed
production and research nurseries, including those where
breeder’s seed is produced.
The existence of duplicate or multiple checks on system
activities is important throughout the PMP or PMI production system. Not all of the possible checks are shown.
The USDA–APHIS notice for PMP and PMI production
provides for the possibility of inspections at preplanting
stage, planting stage, midseason, harvest, postharvest, or
other times (USDA, 2003a,b). The importance of these
audits is recognized in our overall flow descriptions, but
they are not explicitly indicated in the flow diagrams,
because their nature and timing is in the purview of
APHIS and not the PMP producer.
The employment of staff members experienced in the
production of foundation seed can ensure that the staff
members have adequate background and training.
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FIGURE 9. FIELD PRODUCTION
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FIGURE 9. FIELD PRODUCTION (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 9. FIELD PRODUCTION (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 9. FIELD PRODUCTION (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 10. PROCESSING & STORAGE (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 10. PROCESSING & STORAGE (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 10. PROCESSING & STORAGE (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 11. 2ND YEAR VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
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Summary: Process
Descriptions
The general philosophy for compliant confinement
systems is for planning the overall system and individual
processes to comprise a logical flow of redundant tasks
that can be clearly managed and tracked. The confinement
management activities are described here as a hierarchy
of procedures, subprocedures, activities, and subactivities
necessary to achieve corn confinement consistent with
current regulatory standards (that is “good practice”
standards). These management activities are described
here as generalized “activity group descriptions” and
are more explicitly detailed in the corresponding flow
diagrams. The approach represented in these descriptions
is one where for each subprocess (for example, field
production management represents a subprocess for field
production) or activity grouping (for example, preplanting
represents an activity grouping under the field production
management operation), there are nests of subactivities
described entailing
(i) development or confirmation of appropriate protocols,
standard operating procedures (SOPs), and training;
(ii) execution of management activities compliant with
the protocols, standards, and training; and
(iii) quality control or quality assurance (QC/QA) actions
to confirm and document compliance with protocols,
standards, and training.
Effective management of confinement operations
will be most impacted by human failures in planning,
implementation, and follow-up. These process descriptions
and the corresponding flow diagrams are intended as a
resource for minimizing system error rates. These “good
practices” are meant to exemplify only one of many
alternative management schemes that can meet regulatory
expectations for confinement.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION OUTLINE

I. PLANT TRANSFORMATION AND GREENHOUSE
A. Planning Stage
• Assign staff with appropriate training and
experience in construction of cloning vector
• Develop QA/QC plan for transformation vector
• Prepare detailed vector development plan
• Achieve appropriate resource planning, including
the intellectual property issues associated
with vector
• Achieve necessary regulator approval, if required
• Check identity of vector
B. Plant Transformation
• Assign trained personal for transformation
• Prepare transformation plan (Agrobacterium vs.
biolistic transformation method)
• Develop SOP for transformation
• Implement transformation SOP for
transformation process
• Implement aseptic techniques
• Label individual transformation plates with
vector identification
• Document transformation procedure and results
C. Selection of Transformant and Regeneration
• Use trained personnel
• Develop SOP for selection and regeneration
of transformant
• Implement aseptic strategy during the process
• Identify individual transformants properly
• Select stable transformant
• Regenerate transformant
• Collect quality information

• Properly document test results
• Develop event specific detection method for
event identification
D. Greenhouse Propagation of Transformant
• Use trained personnel for greenhouse process
• Develop increase plan for each transformant
• Use dedicated greenhouse space for
transplanting transformant
• Implement containment steps in greenhouse
appropriate for hazard, including pollen
• Print labels based in plan, including loop (plant) labels.
• Maintain identity of each individual plant in greenhouse
with labels
• Implement selfing and crossing strategy with
pollen control
• Maintain identity of seeds produced from crosses
with labels
• Implement clean harvesting strategy with tracking
information and labels
• Clearly document whole process with
tracking information
• Document disposition of PMP materials
• Confirm identity of transformant
• Confirm transformant meets biosafety quality criteria

II. NURSERIES
A. Nursery Management Planning
• Assign staff with appropriate training and experience
• Prepare detailed nursery plan consistent with
compliance best management standards
• Achieve appropriate resource planning
• Acquire necessary regulatory approvals
• Audit for regulatory training
B. Nursery Management
1. Inventory Preparation (Preplanting)
• Use trained personnel for preplant processes
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for preplant processes
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
preplant processes
• Label, assemble, and fill planting envelopes consistent
with inventory records and approved procedures
• Arrange planting envelopes in planting order
and arrange into planting boxes

• Conduct field selection for appropriate temporal
and spatial isolation in accordance with field
histories and neighbor planting plans
• Prepare field for planting
• Affirm necessary regulatory approvals and
authorizations are in place
• Confirmation site coordinates with proper
ranges and row labels
• Prepare plot labels
• Confirmation overall preplant process compliance
2. Planting
• Use trained personnel for planting processes
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for planting processes
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
planting processes
• Check that crop is planted in accordance
with the nursery plan
• Plant buffer or non-PMP pollinators
• Assure appropriate labels, signage, and records,
including adjustments for planting errors
• Confirmation overall planting
operations compliance
• Prepare and submit regulatory documentation
3. Stand management (preanthesis)
• Use trained personnel for preanthesis processes
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for preanthesis processes
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
preanthesis processes
• Re-confirm that temporal and spatial isolation
standards are being met
• Perform preanthesis identification of PMP plants
and ensure agreement with nursery plan
• Conduct regulatory/event testing in accordance
with nursery plan
• Confirm overall preanthesis process compliance
4. Pollen management (anthesis)
• Use trained personnel for pollen management
processes and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for pollen management
processes and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for pollen
management processes
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• Conduct prepollination identification and removal
of off-types/breakers
• Institute daily tassel inspection and management
• Institute pollination control consistent with
nursery plan
• Document any revisions to pollination plan
• Conduct postpollination identification and
removal of off-types/breakers
• Confirm temporal and spatial isolation standards
are achieved throughout the pollen shed interval
• Confirm overall pollen management
process compliance
5. Harvest processes
• Use trained personnel for harvest processes
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for harvest processes
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
harvest processes
• Conduct hand harvest operations, husk, sort into
labeled plot bags
• Document disposition of PMP materials through
harvest operations
• Confirm overall harvest process compliance
6. Field residue management (postharvest processes)
• Use trained personnel for postharvest processes
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for postharvest processes
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
postharvest processes
• Contain or destroy postharvest residue in the field
• Document disposition of postharvest plant residues
• Confirm residue management plan is in place for
next growing season
• Confirm overall postharvest process compliance

C. Nursery Inventory Management
1. Seed receipt and preparation
• Use trained personnel for inventory management
• Use approved procedures for inventory management
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
inventory management
• Contained transport consistent with process plan
and training
• Segregate and confine trash throughout process
• Confirm receipt of seed from nursery
• Record ear weights and moisture
• Dry ears to standard
• Clean dryers following drying
• Record dried ear and trash weights and moisture
• Shell corn and transfer to inventory containers
• Record grain and trash weights and moisture
• Move trash to containment for destruction
• Check for level expression in PMP seed
• Move nonconforming grain as waste to
containment for destruction
• Confirm overall inventory preparation compliance
2. Process residues management
• Use trained personnel for process residues operations
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for process residues operations
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for process
residues operations
• Destroy contained process residues
• Confirmation overall process residues
management compliance
3. Inventory disposition and accounting
• Use trained personnel for inventory disposition
and accounting
• Use approved procedures for inventory disposition
and accounting
• Conduct regulatory/event testing in accordance
with nursery plan
• Archive event information generated
• Store seed
• Record and archive seed disposition
• Confirm nursery inventory process records
• Confirm process residues destruction
• Confirm overall nursery inventory process compliance
• Complete regulatory reporting

D. Second Year Field Management
• Use trained personnel for 2nd year field management
• Use approved procedures for 2nd year field management
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for 2nd year
field management
• Confirm residue management plan
• Confirm field coordinates
• Confirm following crop field management
• Use approved operations for in-field
residue management
• Conduct preanthesis scouting and removal of volunteers
• Confirm and close out field site processes
• Prepare and submit regulatory documentation

IIII. FIELD PRODUCTION
A. Production Planning
• Assign staff with appropriate training and experience
• Prepare detailed field production plan consistent with
compliance best management standards
• Achieve appropriate resource planning
• Acquire necessary regulatory approvals
B. Field Production Management
1. Field site selection and preparation (preplanting)
• Use trained personnel for preplant subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for preplant subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
preplant subprocesses
• Conduct field selection for appropriate temporal and
spatial isolation
• Geographically reference the site coordinates
• Establish fallow zone
• Affirm necessary regulatory approvals and
authorizations are in place
• Confirmation site coordinates
• Confirmation overall preplant subprocess compliance
2. Planting
• Use trained personnel for planting subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for planting subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
planting subprocesses
• Check that crop is planted with appropriate
temporal isolation
• Confirm PMP (female) seed source and purity

•
•
•
•
•

Confirm non-PMP (male) seed source and purity
Establish the proportion of males to females
Assure appropriate labels, signage, and records
Confirmation overall planting subprocesses compliance
Prepare and submit regulatory documentation

3. Stand management (preanthesis)
• Use trained personnel for preanthesis subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for preanthesis subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
preanthesis operations
• Reconfirm that temporal and spatial isolation standards
are being met
• Perform preanthesis identification and removal of
rogue plants
• Confirm overall preanthesis subprocesses compliance
4. Pollen management (anthesis)
• Use trained personnel for pollen management
subprocesses and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for pollen management
subprocesses and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for pollen
management subprocesses
• Institute appropriate pollen controls
• Conduct prepollination identification and removal of
off types/breakers
• Conduct postpollination identification and removal of
off types/breakers
• Confirm temporal and spatial isolation standards are
achieved throughout the pollen shed interval
• Confirm overall pollen management
subprocesses compliance
5. Harvest
• Use trained personnel for harvest subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for harvest subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
harvest subprocesses
• Conduct machine harvest in conformance to standards
• Conduct hand harvest operations to recover
missed/dropped ears
• Document disposition of PMP materials through
harvest subprocesses
• Confirm overall harvest subprocesses compliance
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6. Field residue management (postharvest operations)
• Use trained personnel for postharvest subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for postharvest subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for postharvest
subprocesses Contain or destroy postharvest residue
in the field
• Document disposition of postharvest plant residues
• Confirm residue management plan is in place for next
growing season
• Confirm overall postharvest subprocesses compliance
C. Transport
• Use trained personnel for transport subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for contained transport
subprocesses and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for
transport subprocesses
• Confirm overall transport subprocesses compliance
D. Processing
1. Husk and sort subprocess
• Confirm receipt at approved facility
• Use trained personnel for husk and sort subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for husk and sort operations
and cleaning
• Use dedicated, closed, and clean equipment for husk
and sort operations
• Check for level of genetic purity
• Move nonconforming ears as waste to containment
for destruction
• Record ear and husk weights and moisture
• Husk and sort ears
• Move trash to containment for destruction
• Confirm husked ears conform to standards
• Record and track husked ear weights and moisture
• Confirm overall husk and sort subprocesses compliance

2. Dry and shell subprocedure
• Use trained personnel for dry and shell subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for dry and shell subprocesses
and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for dry and
shell subprocesses
• Dry ears to standard
• Clean dryers following
• Record ear and trash weights
• Move trash to containment for destruction
• Shell corn
• Segregate grain and trash
• Record grain and trash weights and moisture
• Move trash to containment for destruction
• Check for level of genetic purity
• Move nonconforming grain as waste to containment
for destruction
• Confirm overall dry and shell subprocesses compliance
3. Residues management
• Use trained personnel for residues management
subprocesses and cleaning
• Use approved procedures for residue management
subprocesses and cleaning
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for subprocesses
residues operations
• Destroy contained residues
• Confirmation overall residues management compliance
4. Harvest accounting
• Use trained personnel for harvest accounting
• Use approved procedures for harvest accounting
• Confirm materials balance for the harvest subprocesses
• Confirm the grain purity and level of expression
• Confirm residues destruction
• Confirm harvest records
• Confirm overall harvest compliance

E. Product storage and disposition
• Use trained personnel for product storage
and disposition
• Use approved procedures for product storage
and disposition
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for product storage
and disposition
• Assign dedicated or clean bin
• Confirm materials transfer from harvest subprocess
• Confirm purchase order match to binned product
• Confirm use of an approved transporter
• Load truck
• Clean loading area
• Manage the invoice, bill of lading, and adjust inventory
• Audit materials disposition
• Clean and close out the bin
• Confirm overall storage and disposition compliance
F. Second Year Field Management
• Use trained personnel for 2nd year field management
• Use approved procedures for 2nd year
field management
• Use dedicated or clean equipment for 2nd year
field management
• Confirm residue management plan
• Confirm field coordinates
• Confirm following crop field management
• Use approved procedures for in-field
residue management
• Conduct preanthesis scouting and removal of volunteers
• Confirm and close out field site
• Prepare and submit regulatory documentation
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Conclusion
New technology frequently changes the value of existing
resources. Technology can take something that had no
value previously and give it a value. It becomes the task
of citizens, their institutions, and their traditions to assign
ownership and responsibility for the new resource. This
process can be assisted by knowledge about the resource
and how it is used. Our society now finds that it has a
resource of PMP- and PMI-free corn. Consumers and
farmers cannot effectively preserve that resource acting
independently. We have assumed that much of the
responsibility will be divided between the PMP owners
and users and the government regulators. The task of policy
creation and deciding how to divide the responsibility will
be made easier with increased knowledge of the systems
that will be used and the risk associated with the possibility
of loss of PMPs and PMIs.
Formalized risk assessment allows for a science-based
characterization of risk. This assessment can subsequently
be integrated with broader societal concerns in policy
formulation considering both the risks and benefits of
the technology. Use of science-based risk characterization
makes the convergence of opinion in the broader discussion
more likely.
No system is risk free. In areas where corn is produced,
some amount of outflow will occur, especially with high
winds and equipment movement. Determination of a
distribution of probable loss from confinement will allow
specifications of the kind or level of hazard for which such
a system should be used. In this report, good practices are
presented in process flow diagrams and in process outlines
that break process flows into logical systems descriptions
as a hierarchy of relevant processes, subprocesses, and
activities intended to achieve high levels of confinement
integrity. Explicitly stated practice standards are a necessary
first step in understanding the degree of exposure and
consequent risk that may occur with varying types
of PMP or PMI development and production under
confinement. These practices will serve as a starting point

in the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of a
system and its possible variants.
The study of this system should provide the members
of the broader public with information about the
approaches and stringencies jointly adhered to by
producers and regulators. This information will assist
members of the public to put PMP or PMI risk
in perspective.
Having established these practice standards, BIGMAP
will evaluate their integrity through quantitative exposure
assessment. Quantitative exposure assessment recognizes
that for each activity there are various likelihoods of
procedural conformity and nonconformity. For conformity
and nonconformity, there are probability distributions for
possible outcomes. Working through the system flowchart,
we can model all the process and calculate probabilities of
the various final outcome states. If we can value the various possible outcomes, then we can generate a probable
“cost” for the complete PMP or PMI production system.
The model can be used to evaluate the impact of changes
in processes on the performance of the system as a
whole. In policy making, the cost also can be compared
subjectively or objectively with the expected benefits from
the production of the PMP or PMI to make a judgment
as to whether the net benefit to society is positive or negative.
Although the focus of this document is on the source
field, different kinds of recipient fields also can effect the
risk distributions. The most serious form of failure of
confinement for a toxic PMP or PMI would be one in
which breeder’s seed or foundation seed were contaminated,
because this would allow for the possibility for an
undetected PMP or PMI to be conserved and replicated
in seed stocks. Understanding of the distributions of
possible outcomes from the source field will allow the
quantification of outcomes associated with various kinds
of source and target fields in subsequent studies.

No system is risk free, but some systems have very low
risks in comparison with systems that society commonly
uses without special concern, for example, automobiles
and gasoline trucks. Risks for others may be higher. The
size of the risk may vary with policies that are adopted.
The objective the BIGMAP study is to make future policy
making easier and more meaningful by developing prototype
models that can be used in determining where on the
scale specific types of plant-manufactured pharmaceutical
or -industrial compound production systems should
be ranked.
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